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PrefaceVINO'96 was the �fth in a series of workshops. Previous workshops have beenheld in Sand in Taufers/Campo Tures, Italy and Maribor, Slovenia. The themeof VINO'96 was "New Directions in Formal Speci�cation, Design and Validationof Software Systems". Recently, the growing power of computer systems as wellas the increasing use of network facilties allow to develop more and more complexsoftware which must be of high reliabilty. Formal methods support developers toget a precise description of the requirements and to validate the software duringall phases of its development. Formal methods are necessary for an automaticsupport of veri�cation and validation. The aim of VINO'96 is to give a forum fordiscussion of problems and presentations of recent results in the �eld of formaltechniques and their theoretical background.Papers were invited for the following four topics:� Model Checking of Distributed Systems� Modal and Temporal Logics� Distributed Systems Design� Functional Programming ParadigmsThe presentations were divided into four sessions following the topics. Thepresentations were limited to 35 minutes with 10 minutes discussion.The papers of all presentations are included in the workshop proceedingswhich contain seven high level papers indicating new directions in the �eld offormal methods and their therotical background.VINO'96 and all previous workshops o�ered a great variety of social eventswhich o�ered the participants the ability to bulid small groups for discussingspecial problems and results in an open atmosphere.We hope that all participants in the workshop and all readers of this proceed-ings will �nd valuable new ideas which will open new research directions.Bremen and Munich, 11.3.97 Dr. H. Schlinglo�M. Freyiii





Modelling Message Bu�ers with BinaryDecision DiagramsBernd{Holger Schlinglo�Institut f�ur Informatik der TU M�unchenOrleansstr. 34, 81667 M�unchenschlingl@informatik.tu-muenchen.deAbstractBinary decision diagrams (BDDs, [3]) have been recognized as an ex-tremely e�cient data structure for the representation of transition rela-tions in the veri�cation of �nite-state reactive systems. With BDDs, itis possible to represent relations over domains with more than 2100 ele-ments ([4]), provided the represented relation is well-structured. Asyn-chronous parallel systems such as communication protocols often useimplicit or explicit bu�ering of messages which are sent between theprocesses. In these notes, we analyze the complexity of various possi-bilities to model the transition relation of a bounded bu�er with BDDs,and discuss alternative approaches to this problem.1 Binary Decision DiagramsTo make these notes self-contained, we quickly describe the symbolic represen-tation of sets and relations with BDDs. For a detailed survey, the reader isreferred to [3]. Consider a sequence of variables V �= (v1; :::; vk) over domains(D1; :::;Dk), where each Di is �nite. An ordered decision diagram (ODD) ordeterministic branching program for V is a tuple (N;L; E; n0), where� N is a �nite set of nodes,� L : N ! V [ f>;?g is a labelling of nodes,� E � N �D �N is a set of edges (D = SiDi), and� n0 is the initial node.The following conditions are imposed:� E is functional on Di: If L(n) = vi, then for each (n; d; n0) 2 E it holds thatd 2 Di, and for each d 2 Di there is exactly one nd such that (n; d; nd) 2 E,and� E is acyclic: If (n; d; n0) 2 E with L(n) = vi and L(n0) = vj, then i < j.1



It is easy to see that this de�nition is equivalent to the one given, e.g., in [3]. AnyODD accepts (de�nes) a subset of (D1 � :::�Dk) via the following de�nition:(N;L; E; n0) j= (d1; :::; dk) if (N;L; E; n0) j=1 (d1; :::; dk):In this de�nition, the notion j=m is declared by:(N;L; E; n) j=m (d1; :::; dk) if� L(n) = >, or� L(n) = vi and m < i and (N;L; E; n) j=m+1 (d1; :::; dk), or� L(n) = vi and m = i and (n; dm; n0) 2 E and (N;L; E; n0) j=m+1 (d1; :::; dk).In other words, given a speci�c tuple, it can be determined whether it belongs tothe set represented by an ODD by traversing its edges according to the compo-nents of the tuple.When drawing ODDs, we usually omit the node labelled ? and all edgesleading to it. For example, the ODD with two variables v, v0 over D1 = D2 =fa; b; c; dg given in Figure 1 below represents the set of tuples f(a; a), (a; b), (a; c),(a; d), (b; b), (b; d), (c; c), (c; d), (d; a), (d; d)g. Binary decision diagrams (BDDs)are ODDs where all domains are f0; 1g. Given any ODD, there exists a BDDof the same order of size which represents the same set: Choose any binaryencoding of the domains, and replace each m-ary branch by a logm-depth binarydecision tree. Thus, in practice only BDDs are used; ODDs can be understoodas abbreviations of the respective binary encoded BDDs. For example, choosingthe encoding a 7! 00, b 7! 10, c 7! 01, and d 7! 11, the BDD given in the righthalf of Figure 1 represents the same set as the respective ODD on its left.iv?ai>AAAAUbiv0����� b; dQQQQQQsc iv0������+ c; dPPPPPPPPPPPqd iv0�����������) a; d is0����) 0is1 PPPPq1 is1?1is10PPPPq1JJJJJJĴ0 i> ��	0is00����1 @@R1 is00����������9 1 ?0is10������9 0Figure 1: An ordered decision diagram and its binary encodingThe size of an ODD is the number of nodes it consists of. For a given orderingof the domains, and any set of values, there is a unique minimal ODD representingthis set of values. The size of this minimal representation is not dependent on the2



size, but only on the structure of the represented set of values. E.g., the emptyset and the set of all tuples both have an ODD representation of size one.A relation is a subset of the product of its domain and range; therefore arelation R : D $ D0 can be represented by an ODD with two variables (over Dand D0, respectively), or by a BDD with dlog jDje+ dlog jD0je boolean variables.Our example BDD is a canonical representation of the relation whose matrix andgraph are given in Figure 2. In general, the BDD representation of a relation canbe much smaller than the representation by matrices or graphs.s00s01 a b c ds00 s01 s00 s01s0s1 s10 s10 s11 s11a = s00s10 x x x xb = s01s10 x xc = s00s11 x xd = s01s11 x x ���� �������� kkk����k 6?������+ QQQQQQsQQQQQQs ������+I 	R� .......................... a cb ds00s10s01s10 s01s11 s00s11Figure 2: Matrix and graph of the encoded relationGiven a process P with state space D. Then the transition relation of Pis a subset of D � D. If P consists of k parallel processes P1; :::; Pk with statespaces D1; :::;Dk, then the global state space of P is D1 � � � � �Dk. Thereforethe transition relation can be described by 2k variables s1; :::; sk; s01; :::; s0k, wheresi and s0i are over domain Di and describe the current and next state of processPi. Again, if each Di has up to m states, the global transition relation has upto m2k elements and can be described by a BDD over 2k � dlog jmje booleanvariables. For example, consider the elementary net of Figure 3; it models twoprocesses synchronizing on a common transition. The states of the �rst processare D0 = fs00; s01g, the states of the second are D1 = fs10; s11g. Since thesedomains are binary, we can use boolean variables s0; s1; s00; s01 to describe thecurrent and next state of the processes. The global states are a �= (s00; s10),b �= (s00; s11), c �= (s01; s10), and d �= (s01; s11). In state d, either both processesidle or both processes synchronize and go to state a; in each other state, process Pican either idle or make a step from si0 to si1, independently of the other process.The transition relation of this system is the one represented by our example.The set of reachable states of a system is the image set of the initial state(s)under the reexive transitive closure of the transition relation. With BDDs, thetransitive closure of a relation usually is calculated as the smallest �xed point3



'?&- %6$� $?%�&6'-����s00����s01 ����s10����s11P0 P1Figure 3: An elementary net model of synchronizationof the recursive equation R� = I [ R;R�. Relational composition is calculatedby the de�nition xR;Sy i� 9z(xRz ^ zRy), and existential quanti�cation over�nite (binary) domains is replaced by a disjunction of the possible values of thedomain.Therefore, to calculate the set of reachable states with BDDs it is necessaryto represent the complete transition relation. Since BDDs are graphs with anonlocal connection structure, usually it is not possible to use virtual storage forBDD nodes; present technology limits the number of BDD nodes representinga transition function to approx. 106. The size of the BDD representation ofthe reachable states or reexive transitive closure of a relation is often totallyunrelated to the size of the representation of the relation itself; in our example,the transitive closure is the universal relation, and thus all states are reachable,with a BDD representation of size 1.However, the size of a BDD crucially depends on the number and ordering ofvariables. In our example, consider the two processes as producer and consumerof messages which are passed at the synchronization step via handshake. That is,each process has an additional variable, m0 and m1, which are both over a domainM of, e.g., 4 messages fnil; x1; x2; x3g. Process P0 produces a message, i.e. setsvariable m0 to an arbitrary non-nil value, in the transition from s01 to s00. Ontransition from (s00; s10) to (s01; s11) the value of m0 is transferred to m1, and m0is reset to nil. Process P1 consumes (resets) variable m1 in the transition froms11 to s10. On idling transitions, the value of the message-variables is stable. TheSMV-code (for SMV, see [9]) for this system is given in Figure 4, and the resultingBDD for variable ordering (s0; s00; s1; s01;m0;m00;m1;m01) is shown in Figure 5.As can be seen, the size of this BDD is linear in the number m �= jMj ofpossible messages. In this example, the linear complexity is caused only by \localdiamonds", i.e., nodes branching into m successor nodes, which again join intoone successor. This structure arises by the copying instructions next(m0)=m0,next(m1)=m1 and next(m1)=m0. Variablesm0 and m1 can be seen as consisting ofw boolean variables m01:::m0w and m11:::m1w, where w �= dlogme is the messagewidth. If we interleave the order of these variables, i.e., use variable ordering4



MODULE mainVAR s0 : boolean; s1 : boolean; m0 : {nil,x1,x2,x3}; m1 : {nil,x1,x2,x3};INIT (s0 = 0 & s1 = 0)TRANS (s0 = 0 & s1 = 1 -> next(s0) = 0)& (s0 = 1 & s1 = 0 -> next(s1) = 0)& (s0 = 0 & s1 = 0 -> next(s0) = 0 & next(s1) = 0 |next(s0) = 1 & next(s1) = 1)& (s0 = 1 & next(s0) = 0 -> next(m0) in {x1,x2,x3}) -- produce& (s0 = 0 & next(s0) = 1 -> next(m0) = nil) -- reset& (s0 = next(s0) -> next(m0) = m0) -- stable& (s1 = 0 & next(s1) = 1 -> next(m1) = m0) -- transfer& (s1 = 1 & next(s1) = 0 -> next(m1) = nil) -- consume& (s1 = next(s1) -> next(m1) = m1) -- stableFigure 4: SMV-code for message passing between two processes
kkkkk kk kkk kkk k k kkkk k kkk kkk kkk kk k k���� HHHjPPPq ���)���� HHHjPPPq ���) HHHj������9���� HHHj ��)?XXXzjPPq?���9 XXXXXXXXz HHHj HHHj@@@R ���	 SSSwXXXXXXXXz��)?XXzjPPq?���9 ��)?XXzjPPPPPPPPPPqAAAU?��� ���/ ���� ?CCCCWQQs ?..........................	? AAAAU��)
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0 11 01 0 1 0 0 1 01 0 1 1 0 1 nilx1 ; x2; x3 x1 ; x2; x3::: ::: ::::::Figure 5: BDD for synchronous message passing5



(m01, m001, m11, m011; :::, m0w, m00w, m1w, m01w), local diamonds are representedwith complexity linear in w, see Figure 6. Thus, for the ordering (s0, s00, s1, s01,m01, m001, m11, m011; :::,m0w, m00w, m1w, m01w), the BDDs for the above SMV-codeare logarithmic in m. ����
�������� ������������ ������������ ����
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� �����= :::

v11v12v011 v0110 10 10 10 10 10 1v13v1kv01k v01kv2
v012 v012:::v1v01 v01 v01x1x1 xmxmv2Figure 6: Interleaved encoding of a local diamond2 Modelling of Message Bu�ersDistributed parallel processes often use asynchronous (bu�ered) communication.Asynchronous message passing can be modelled with global variables by intro-ducing a separate bu�er process for each communication line. In many systems,the amount of messages which can be bu�ered is �nite; in such systems bu�eroverow often indicates erroneous behaviour of the system. For a �xed messagealphabet M �= fnil; x1; :::; xm�1g, the formal speci�cation of a bounded bu�er oflength n with input and output variables i and o over M can be given by thetransition table 1.In the right half of this table, an empty entry means that the respectivevariable is set by the environment. An input value of nil in i indicates that thereis no message to be sent; in this case the next value of i is determined by theproducer. If this process has put a non-nil value x 2 M into i, then this value isappended to the bu�er, and i is reset to nil. The last line indicates a condition ofbu�er overow: If a message is to be sent with the message bu�er already �lled,6



i b o i0 b0 o0nil hi nil hi nilx hi nil nil hi xnil hx1; :::; x�i nil hx1; :::; x��1i x�x hx1; :::; x�i nil nil hx; x1; :::; x��1i x�nil hi y hix hi y nil hxinil hx1; :::; x�i y hx1; :::; x�ix hx1; :::; x�i y (� < n) nil hx; x1; :::; x�ix hx1; :::; xni y x hx1; :::; xniTable 1: Speci�cation of the transition relation of a bounded bu�eri remains stable. If the output variable o is nil and there is a message to deliver,it is copied into o. The consumer receives a message y from o by resetting o tonil.The content of the bu�er b is given as a sequence hx1; :::; x�i of messages,where hi denotes the empty bu�er. There are various possibilities to implementsequences of messages with BDDs. The most obvious choice is to use n variablesb1; :::; bn over M, such that b1 contains the front element of the message queue,and incomingmessages are appended into the smallest b� which is empty (containsnil as value). The necessary assignment operation for this modelling is given inFigure 7.next(b[j]) := case(i=nil) & !(o=nil) : b[j];(i=nil) & (o=nil) : b[j+1];!(i=nil) & !(o=nil) : if !(b[j-1]=nil) & b[j]=nil then ielse b[j] fi;!(i=nil) & (o=nil) : if b[j]=nil then nilelse if b[j+1]=nil then ielse b[j+1] fi fi;esac; Figure 7: Bottom-version of bu�er slot assignmentIn this modelling, we rely on the fact that whenever bj = nil, then for all k � j,also bk = nil. This assumption only holds for the reachable states of a bu�erwhich is initially empty; there are many transitions from illegal, i.e., nonreachablestates to other illegal states in this model. In an explicit representation of the7



transition relation, one should try to avoid these redundant entrys. With BDDs,however, even though the size of the transition relation is much bigger thanthe transition relation restricted to the reachable states, its representation ismuch smaller. Since the value of each bu�er slot depends only on its immediateneighbours, in fact the size of the representation is linear in the number of slots.next(b[j]) := case(i=nil) & !(o=nil) : b[j];(i=nil) & (o=nil) : if (b[j-1]=nil) then nil else b[j];!(i=nil) & !(o=nil) : if (b[1]=nil) then b[j+1] else b[j] fi;!(i=nil) & (o=nil) : if b[j]=nil then nil else b[j+1] fi;esac; Figure 8: Top-version of bu�er slot assignmentIn the above implementation, the bu�er content is shifted upon output. Werefer to this modelling as the bottom version, because sent messages can be imag-ined to \sink to the ground". A dual implementation of the bu�er shifts downthe content one slot whenever an input is performed, and inserts the new elementinto the topmost slot bn. Consequently, we call this modelling, where messages\oat to the surface", the top-version of a bounded bu�er. To perform an outputin this version, the content of the lowest non-nil slot is copied into the outputvariable o. The respective code segment is given in Figure 8.A third possibility is to use a circular implementation of the bu�er: On input,the value of the input variable is copied into slot bi, where bi = nil and bi�1 6= nil;on output, o is set to bj, where bj 6= nil and bj�1 = nil. To be able to distinguishbetween �rst and last element of the queue in this version, we have to make surethat there is at least one slot with content nil; therefore there has to be one moreplace than the actual capacity of the bu�er. In the assignment clause in Figure 9,subtraction and addition of one is to be understood modulo n.An alternative to the use of an empty slot would be to introduce queue-pointers for the position of the �rst and/or last element of the queue; this ideacan be applied to all three of the above modellings. However, these alternativeversions turn out to be worse than the direct encoding via nil-test which is givenabove. In general, the queue-pointers would be functionally dependent of thecontent of the bu�er; such functional dependencies can blow up the BDD sizesigni�cantly ([8]).Similarly, we can introduce additional BDD-variables indicating whether thebu�er is empty or full; however, these variables tend to increase the size of therepresentation by a linear factor and usually can be replaced by appropriateboolean macro de�nitions. On the other hand, such variables can be important8



next(b[j]) := case(i=nil) & !(o=nil) : b[j];(i=nil) & (o=nil) : if b[j-1]=nil then nil else b[j];!(i=nil) & !(o=nil) : if !(b[j-1]=nil) & b[j]=nil & b[j+1]=nilthen i else b[j] fi;!(i=nil) & (o=nil) : if b[j-1]=nil then nilelse if b[j]=nil then i else b[j] fi;esac; Figure 9: Circular version of bu�er slot assignmentif the BDD is represented as a conjunction of partitioned transition relations, see[5].Finally, it is not always advisable to test whether a slot bi contains the valuenil by the test b[i]=nil. As we will see in the next section, it can be better toincrease the message width w by one, such that the �rst bit of each message is akind of checksum, indicating whether this message is nil or not.3 Complexity ConsiderationsThe BDD for the bottom version of a bu�er of size n consists of two parts, one forthe case that the bu�er content remains stable, and one for the case that the bu�ercontent is shifted down by one slot. The �rst part consists of a sequence of localdiamonds for each slot, similar as in the example above. The BDD for the secondpart is depicted in Figure 10 for the special case n = 2 and M = fx1; x2; x3g.As can be seen, for a new bu�er slot bn+1, O(m2) nodes are added to the BDDfor a bu�er of length n. Therefore the representation is of order n �m2, i.e., linearin the length and exponential in the width of the bu�er. Since the transitionrelation is \almost" a function, a matrix representation would require O(mn)entrys, whereas a boolean algebra or programming language representation suchas the SMV code above, is of order m + n (or even constant, if array subscriptsare allowed).For the top version, the complexity of the representation is comparable to thebottom version. In the circular version, b0n depends on bn, i, bn�1, and on b1. Thisnon-local dependency causes a blowup of factor 2, since the emptyness of b1 hasto be decided while testing b0n. Moreover, to test whether a bu�er is full or notwe have to test whether any two adjacent slots are nil. This nonlocal test againblows up the complexity of this modelling.As was to be expected, the number of reachable states is identical in thebottom and top modellings; of course, this number is exponential in the length9
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ib2 b2 b2b02 b02 b02 b02 b02 b02 b02 b02 b02b1 b1 b1b01 b01 b01 b01 b01 b01 b01 b01 b01o0 o0 o0>Figure 10: BDD for shifting down the bu�er contentof the bu�er. For the circular implementation, the number of reachable states isapproximately m times as much, since it contains an additional slot.Table 2 summarizes the size of the BDDs of the transition relation for m = 4(i.e., w = 2), and order i < bn < ::: < b1 < o. All results were obtained withthe public-domain SMV system; other BDD-based veri�cation tools yield similarresults. The bu�ers were embedded in a simple producer-consumer environment,where the producer and consumer are asynchronous, and the message to be sentor received does not depend upon or inuence the state of the sender or receiver,respectively.A critical factor in this approach is the message width w. As indicated intable 2, e.g. the bottom implementation of a bu�er of length 5 and width 2 hassize 1458. For w = 3, this size is 11774, and for w = 4, it is 108357. In [2]it is proved that for any �nite function, a BDD of polynomial size exists i� thefunction can be realized by a polynomially bounded depth circuit. For messagebu�er, certainly the transition function can be realized by such a circuit; thusthere exists a BDD which is polynomial both in n and w.10



length 3 5 7 9 11bottom 714 1458 2204 2950 3696top 599 1113 1627 2141 2655circular 1038 2350 3999 5307 6833reach 1400 12740 216 220 223Table 2: BDD size of transition relation and reachable state setIf there is no constraint on the order of variables, then such a BDD can beconstructed by interleaving the bits of all slots: Let i = i1:::iw, bj = bj1:::bjw,and o = o1:::ow. Then for each k � w, (ik; bnk; :::; b1k; ok) can be regarded as abu�er of width 1. The only \nonlocal test" in this bu�er of length 1 is whethersome slot bj is empty: if this is determined by comparison of bj1 and ... andbjn, then we still have an exponential growth. If we introduce additional bits(i0; bn0; :::; b10; o0) which are 0 i� the corresponding message is nil, then each bit-slice is linear in the length of the bu�er. For the order i0 < bn0 < ::: < b10 < o0 <i1 < bn1 < ::: < b11 < o1 < ... < iw < bnw < ::: < b1w < ow, these small BDDs aresimply added, and the overall complexity is O(w � n).Unfortunately, in many practical examples it is not possible to choose such abitwise interleaved order. Usually, the input and output variables are importedfrom other processes, and their order cannot be chosen arbitrarily. An argumentsimilar to the one from section 1 shows that for any order, in which i is beforeall bu�er bits, the representation is exponential in w. Therefore, in practicalveri�cation, w should be kept as small as possible. There are several ways to doso: � For every channel, de�ne a separate message alphabet;� replace a parametrized message m(t) with t 2 ft1; :::; tkg by a list of mes-sages mt1, ..., mtk;� replace a compound message by a sequence of messages, and� abstract several di�erent messages into one.When using the latter two methods, one has to be careful to preserve the se-mantics of the original model ([6]). Using these techniques, we have been able toverify systems with up to 27 di�erent messages.4 Alternative ApproachesIn recent papers ([7],[1]) it is suggested to extend the BDD data structure for therepresentation of message bu�ers. The new data structures are called QBDDs11



and QDDs, respectively. The basic idea is to replace the consecutive testingof bu�er variables by a repeated test of one and only one variable. Therefore,the representation of the transition relation is independent of the bu�er size.Moreover, even systems of which the maximum amount of bu�er space is notstatically known can be veri�ed.However, as we have shown above, the (static) length of a bu�er may notbe the most important factor in the representation of the transition relation.Moreover, \bu�er overow" errors in the system can only be detected with abounded bu�er. Even worse, in systems on which a full bu�er forces delay of thesender, with QBDDs we have to introduce an additional counter variable. Forthese type of systems, BDDs seem to be more adequate than QBDDs or QDDs.Being able to represent the transition relation is only a necessary prerequisitefor the veri�cation of a system. Equally important is the size of the representationof the reachable states R of the system. Unfortunately, the size of the BDD for Rhas no predictable connection to the size of the BDD for the transition relation.In many systems both the number of reachable states and its representationare linear in the number of iteration steps of the model, i� the system is cor-rect. This is due to the fact that on reachable states, the transition relationis \almost" functional, yielding either a single or a small number of successorstates. On the other hand, from an \impossible" state usually many other \im-possible" states are reachable. A drastic example is Valmari's elevator for whichthe reachable state set (in any representation) explodes as the elevator breaksthrough the ceiling and skyrockets into the air. Thus an exponential increase in(the representation of) R after some number of steps almost certainly indicatesan error.In [7] it is claimed that \there are cases where the QBDD representation isstrictly more concise than the BDD representation". Assume our bu�er in acontext where the producer sends one �xed sequence of messages x1, x2, ... x�.That is, the reachable bu�er content is fhi, hx1i, hx2x1i, ..., hx� :::x2x1i, hx2i, ...hx� :::x2i, ..., hx�ig. With the top- and bottom version of the bu�er, the repre-sentation of this set is quadratic in �, whereas with the circular representationand also with QBDDs it is linear in �.On the other hand, consider the case that the producer can send an arbitrarysequence of messages. In this case, the top- and bottom-versions are of constantsize, whereas the QBDD implementation is linear in the number of sent messages.In practical examples, such extreme cases are rare. In our experiments, wehave found no signi�cant di�erence in the size of the reachability sets of the var-ious alternatives. The number of parallel processes and their relative order hasa much bigger impact on the size of the BDD for R than the actual implemen-tation of the bu�er. Typically we can handle systems of up to 5 processes, eachwith approx. 24 � 25 local states, where each process is equipped with a bu�erof n;w � 5. However, there still is a need for heuristics which use dependenciesbetween the processes to obtain a \good" order for the process state variables.12



An important observation is that the content of a message bu�er used tocoordinate processes shows regular patterns, which also depend on the state ofthe processes. E.g., in a certain process state the bu�er might always containonly copies of two di�erent messages fromM. As another example, some speci�cmessage might always be followed by some other speci�c message in the bu�er.Currently we are investigating methods how these regularities can be exploitedto reduce the size of the representation of the reachability set.References[1] B Boigelot and Patrice Godefroid. Symbolic veri�cation of communicationprotocols with in�nite state spaces using QDDs. In Proceedings of 5th CAV,New Brunswick, July 1996.[2] R B Boppana and M Sipser. The complexity of �nite functions. In J vanLeeuwen, editor, Handbook of theoretical computer science, Vol. A, chapter 14,pages 757{805. Elsevier, Amsterdam, 1990.[3] Randal E Bryant. Symbolic boolean manipulation with ordered binary deci-sion diagrams. Technical Report CMU-CS-92-160, CMU School of ComputerScience, Pittsburgh, July 1992.[4] Jerry Burch, Edmund M Clarke, David Dill, and Ken McMillan. Symbolicmodel checking: 1020 states and beyond. In 5th IEEE LICS, June 1991.[5] Jerry Burch, Edmund M Clarke, and David Long. Symbolic model checkingwith partitioned transition relations. In Proc. IFIP Conf. on VLSI, Edin-burgh, August 1991.[6] Edmund M Clarke, Orna Grumberg, and David Long. Model checking. InManfred Broy, editor, Deductive Program Design, Nato ASI Series F, pages305{350. Springer, Berlin, 1996.[7] Patrice Godefroid and David E Long. Symbolic protocol veri�cation withqueue BDDs. In Proceedings of IEEE LICS, New Brunswick, July 1996.[8] Alan Hu and David Dill. Reducing BDD size by exploiting functional depen-dencies. In Proc. 30th ACM/IEEE DAC, 1993.[9] Ken McMillan. Symbolic model checking. Kluwer, 1993.13



Using Slice Sets for Model CheckingCausal NetsMaximilian FreyInstitut f�ur Informatik, Technische Universit�at M�unchenOrleansstr. 34, 81667 Munich, Germanyfrey@infromatik.tu-muenchen.deAbstractA new method for model checking parallel and distributed runs is intro-duced. This method is based on slice sets which contain all global statesof a run causally ordered between an upper bound and a lower boundglobal state. Using slice sets, it is not necessary to construct a globalmodel of the program run. Instead a model containing only local statesof the run together with the causal relation between them is used.1 IntroductionModel checking is more and more applied to increase the reliability of safetyrelevant industrial applications by early detection of errors [2, 1]. During the lastdecade tools have been build which automatically check whether a given model ofa parallel and distributed system satis�es its requirements (cf.[2, 7]). Normally,these tools are checking global models of systems consisting of all global statestogether with the connections between them. Recent tools are able to verifysystems with up to 10120 states [2]. To verify systems during the early softwareengineering phases this amount of states is su�cient. However, it is not enoughto verify implementations of bigger systems.In contrary to model checking systems, there has not been done much work inthe �eld of model checking program runs, though the state explosion by di�erentinput data is avoided. This way, runs of bigger systems can be checked automat-ically. Model checking of runs can, of course, not be used to verify systems butthey are helpful to test and debug systems.The systems our model checking method can be used for consist of severalthreads of control running in parallel. Threads can use a common address spaceor can be distributed over di�erent address spaces, where each threads runs inonly one address space. They may communicate by common variables or bymessages and they may be created dynamically during the program run. Thismodel of parallel and distributed systems contains most of the paradigms forparallel and distributed programming.The �rst part of the paper describes the model checking method. Section 2introduces the model of parallel and distributed program runs. Section 3 describes14



the temporal logic to specify the requirements of the program which have tobe satis�ed. In section 4 we describe how it is automatically checked whethera temporal logic formula is satis�ed by a model of a parallel and distributedprogram run.The second part of the paper describes in section 5 how the model checkingcan be applied to testing and debugging.2 Modelling Parallel and Distributed RunsWe use �nite causal nets (cf. [9]) to model program runs. Finite causal netsdescribe bipartite graphs (P; T;R) consisting of a nonempty and �nite set P ofplaces and a nonempty and �nite set T of transitions. The graph is de�ned bythe relation R which is acyclic and each place of the graph has maximally onepredecessor and one successor.Di�erent states of a thread are distinguished by a nonempty and �nite set ofpredicates Pred. The elements of Pred are speci�c for one thread. Pred containsfor each of its elements p also the negation of p. Therefore, a idempotent andbijective function Neg is de�ned over Pred which assign to each predicate itsnegation. In this way, a global state can only contain one place in which apredicate or its negation is satis�ed.Global states are represent by a maximal set of local states, called slices,where all elements of a slice are not causally ordered to another element by R+[10]. l1l2l3l4 l4 l1l2 l3causal net slice graph
(l1; l2) 2 R (l2; l4) 2 R (l2; l3) 2 RFigure 11: Causal net and its slice graphThe slice-graph (W;R) of a �nite causal net consists of a set of slices W asset of nodes and a relation R describing the edges of the graph. An element of15



R describes how slices are changing when a transition is �red. A slice graph ofa �nite causal net contains an initial and a terminal slice which are predecessorand resp. successor of all slices of the slice graph. In this way, a slice graph is acomplete lattice. Slice graphs di�er from case graphs (cf.[9]), because the edgesof a slice graph describe only the �ring of one transition and an edge of the casegraph describes the �ring of some transitions at the same time. Furthermore, therelation of a slice graph is the minimum of all relations having the same transitiveclosure as the slice graph.Figure 11 shows an example for a causal net and its slice graph. Circlesof the causal net represent places, boxes transitions and solid arcs elements ofthe relation R. Dashed lines of the slice graph represent slices and dotted arcsrepresent elements of R.3 Temporal LogicTo specify the requirements which have to be satis�ed by all runs of a program weuse a temporal logic based on the logic proposed in [10]. The syntax of the logiccontains predicates of Pred as atomic formulas as well as the logic operationsand, not, next, sometime and until.The logic is three valued. A formula p can be satis�ed (l j= p), unsatis�ed(l j== p) or unde�ned (l j=[ p) in a slice l. A formula can be unde�ned, becausepredicates p and places smay exist such that neither p 2 B(s) norNeg(p) 2 B(s).In this way, it can be modeled that a variable of a formula is not visible in allplaces of a slice. The semantics is de�ned as follows, where l is a slice and p; qare formulas:1. l j= p 2 Pred i� a place s 2 l exists such that p 2 B(s).l j== p 2 Pred i� a place s 2 l exists such that Neg(p) 2 B(s).l j=[ p 2 Pred i� for all places s 2 l it is valid that p 62 B(s) and Neg(p) 62B(s):2. l j= not (p) i� l j== p.l j== not (p) i� l j= p.l j=[ not (p) i� l j=[ p.3. l j= (p and q) i� l j= p and l j= q.l j== (p and q) i� l j== p or l j== q.l j=[ (p and q) i� (l j=[ p and l j= q) or (l j= p and l j=[ q) or (l j=[ p andl j=[ q).4. l j= next p i� a slice l0 exists such that (l; l0) 2 R and l0 j= p.l j== next p i� for all slices l0 with (l; l0) 2 R not l0 j= p.Not l j=[ next p. 16



5. l j= sometime p i� a slice l0 exists such that (l; l0) 2 R+ and l0 j= p.l j== sometime p i� for all slices l0 with (l; l0) 2 R+ it is not valid thatl0 j= p.Not l j=[ sometime p.6. l j= (p until q) i� a slice l0 exists such that (l; l0) 2 R+ and l0 j= q and forall slices l00 with (l; l00) 2 R+ and (l00; l0) 2 R+ it is not valid that l00 j== p.l j== (p until q) i� for all slices l0 with (l; l0) 2 R+ and l0 j= q it is valid thata slice l00 exists such that (l; l00) 2 R+ and (l00; l0) 2 R+ and l00 j== p.Not l j=[ (p until q)A formula is satis�ed in a causal net i� the formula is satis�ed or unde�nedin all slices of the causal net. A formula is unsatis�ed in a causal net i� as sliceexists in which the formula is unsatis�ed.The formula ( not p or always not (p1 and p2) ) speci�es that beginningwith the �rst time p is valid never p1 and p2 are valid at the same time.4 Model CheckingThe main idea of the model checking method is to mark all subformulas of aformula with slices which satisfy the formula. The aim of the method especiallyif it is applied to testing and debugging, is to state why a property and its formulais not satis�ed. To �nd these causes, the slices and places are necessary in whichthe formula of the property and its subformulas are unsatis�ed. In this way, the�rst step of the method is to negate the formula.To calculate the slices which satisfy a formula of type not p, the complementof the slices which make p satis�ed or unde�ned, is necessary. If p is an elementof Pred, not p can be exchanged by Neg(p). If p is of type next (q), sometime(q) or (q until q0), no slices exist which make p unde�ned and only the slicewhich make p unsatis�ed are necessary to calculate the complement. In all othercases the slices which satisfy p as well as the slices which make p unsatis�edhave to be calculated. To avoid the calculation of the slices which make not punde�ned, not p has to be transformed to a formula p0, where all negations areplaced directly before the predicates and the calculation of the complement isonly necessary at the temporal logic operations. Therefore, a new logical basis isde�ned which does not contain the negation and is extended by the operationsor, allnext, always and before. These operations are de�ned as follows:� (p or q) � not (not p and not q)� all next p � not (next not p)� always p � not (sometime not p)17



� (p before q) � not (not p until q)Following the main idea of the model checking method, slices are calculatedfor all subformulas of a formula to evaluate it. The order of calculating the slicesfor subformulas is de�ned by a formula tree which contains subformulas of theformula in its nodes. It is similar to the syntax tree and contains predicates inits leaves. The successors of inner nodes are de�ned by the syntactic compositionof the formula of the node out of subformulas and an operation. A formula treeis de�ned as follows:1. A node with formula (p and q), (p or q) oder (p before q) has twosuccessors with formulas p and q.2. A node with formula next p or sometime p has one successor with formulap.3. A node with formula allnext p or always p has one successor with formulanot p.4. A node with formula (p until q) has two successors with formulas not pand q.5. The root contains the negation of the formula which has to be checked.Figure 12 shows an example for a formula tree. The formula tree representsthe negated formula of section 3. sometimeandp p1 p2andFigure 12: Formula tree to check the formula of section 3The formula tree is evaluated bottom-up by calculating the slices of a nodefrom the slices of successor nodes by a function only depending on the operationof the node.The calculation of slices can be done more e�cient if sets of slices instead ofsingle slices are calculated at one time. Sets of slices which are represented bytwo slices lo end lu and contain all slices l with (lo; l) 2 R� and (l; lu) 2 R� arecalled slice sets ((lo; lu)) (see Figure 13).18



lolu(lo; lu)Figure 13: A slice setIn this way, all slices which contain a place s are represented by a slice set(lConc(s) [ fsg; gConc(s) [ fsg). lConc(s) is the set of places s0 not causallyordered with s and all predecessors of s0 w.r.t. R are causally ordered with s.gConc(s) contains all places which are not causally ordered with s and all suc-cessors of s0 w.r.t. R are causally ordered with s. In Figure 14 the �lled box ofthe slice graph represents the slice set consisting of all slices which contain the�lled place of the causal net.
lu locausal net: slice graph:

lulo Figure 14: Calculating slice sets from one placeThe slice sets of the leaf nodes of the formula tree are all slices sets consistingof all slices containing a place s for all places s satisfying the predicate of the leafnode.The slice sets of nodes of the formula tree containing a formula of the typesometime p are the slices sets (lI; l0) for all slice sets (lo; lu) of the successor nodeand all predecessors l0 of lu (see Figure 15).The complement necessary to calculate the slices sets of nodes with formulasof the type always p, allnext p, or (p before q) is calculated by building slicesets containing the predecessors of lo in R+, the successors of lu in R+ and theslices not causally related by R� to lu for all slice sets (lo; lu) of sometime p,next p, or (p until q). In Figure 16 the light �lled box represents a slice set of19



sometime ppFigure 15: Slice sets of sometime p(lo; lu) of sometime p, next p, or (p until q) and the dark �lled boxes representthe complement of (lo; lu).pnot p
not p not pFigure 16: The complement of the slice set of pSlice sets of nodes with formulas of the type (p and q) are the sections of aslice set (lo; lu) and a slice set (l0o; l0u) for all slice sets (lo; lu) of one successor nodeand all slice sets (l0o; l0u) of the other successor node (see Figure 17).When a slice set is calculated in the root during the evaluation of the formulatree, the checked formula is not satis�ed. Using this slice set and the slice sets ofthe formula tree nodes needed to calculate it, a sub net containing the slice setsdescribes why the formula is not satis�ed.Generally, model checking methods can be divided into two classes: tableaubased methods (cf.[11, 6]) and global methods (cf.[2]). Tableau based methodsmark all states with subformulas which are satis�ed in this state, while globalmethods mark subformulas of a formula with states in which this subformula issatis�ed. 20



pq (p and q)Figure 17: Slice sets of (p and q)The proposed method is a global method, because subformulas of nodes ofthe formula tree are marked with slices satisfying the subformula.In contrary to tableau based and global methods the proposed method needsnot a global model. Only those slices are calculated with are necessary to decidewhether a formula is satis�ed or not. In this fact it is similar to the method in[3]. This method does only construct one set of slices represented by a set ofupper bound slices and a set of lower bound slices. This set contains all sliceswhich are predecessors of a slice of the lower bound and not predecessor of a sliceof the upper bound. This method is not able to check formulas containing nextor until.5 ApplicationsThe method introduced in section 4 is not able to verify programs but it can beapplied to testing and debugging. Figure 18 describes, how it is automatically+parallel programrun speci�cationmodel checkingof runtraces(monitoring) stateaction netFigure 18: Checking program runschecked whether the speci�ed properties are satis�ed during a program run.21



During the program run events as for example read and write access to sharedvariables, sending and receiving of messages, execution of a statement of thesource code, or entering and leaving of functions are recorded in a trace. Thistrace is used to generate a causal net called state action net, because its nodeshave special semantic meanings. Finally, the model checking method checkswhether the speci�cation is satis�ed in the state action net.The traces describe the sequential dependencies within one thread as well asdependencies between threads as for example between a read access and the lastprevious write access to the same shared variable. In this way, traces describe apartial order on the events of a program run. This partial order does not onlydescribe the original program run but a class of program runs, because somearbitrary dependencies within the program run have been eliminated. Becausethis class of program runs can contain an erroneous program run, errors canbe detected even if they have arbitrarily not been occurred during the originalprogram run.To use the model checking method for testing and debugging, causal nets andthe temporal logic as well as the method itself have to be extended.
struct queue { int first;
struct queue { int last } b={{0},0,0};

mutual exclusion w.r.t. get:

    remove(elem); }

get(int *elem) {
    append(elem); }

put(int elem) {

    wait until b not full;
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    wait until b not empty;Figure 19: A ring bu�er with parallel accessWe demonstrate the usage of the model checking method for testing anddebugging by the example of Figure 19This example shows a fragment of a parallel program which implements aring bu�er. The bu�er consists of a data �eld data, a pointer �rst pointingat the element in the data �led before the �rst element of the bu�er, and apointer last pointing at the last element of the bu�er. The sequential functionappend increments last and inserts an element in the bu�er at the position lastpoints on, afterwards. The sequential function remove increments �rst and fetchesafterwards the element �rst points on out of the bu�er. put and get are functionswhich are executed in parallel. For each call of put or get a thread is generatedwhich executes put or get. put waits until the bu�er is not full and calls append22



with mutual exclusion to other threads executing append. get waits until thebu�er is not empty and calls remove with mutual exclusion to other threadsexecuting remove.Some runs of the program show the erroneous behaviour that values returnedby get were never inserted in the bu�er before with put. This behaviour may becaused by hurt mutual exclusion. There exist three kinds of mutual exclusions inthe example:� Mutual exclusion between di�erent threads executing append.� Mutual exclusion between di�erent threads executing remove.� Mutual exclusion between append and remove if the bu�er contains maxi-mally one element.To describe parallel and distributed program runs transitions of the causalnet representing the run describe the execution of statements of the source codewhich has to take place at the same time, because of the semantics of the program.An example for such a execution is the execution of a sending and a receivingstatement with synchronous communication between them. Transitions havingsuch a meaning are called actions.The places of the causal net representing a run contain only thread localinformation. They contain the identi�cation of the thread, the functions executedat the state by the thread in the order they have been entered and values ofvariables which can be access by the thread at the local state. Places which havesuch a meaning are called local states.A causal net which contains only actions as transitions, and which containslocal states, is called state action net.
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b.data[1]={21} Figure 20: State action net of a run of the ring bu�er23



Figure 20 shows a state action net generated during a program run of thering bu�er of Figure 19. During this run put as well as get have been called forone time. In this way, two threads have been generated. During the executionof put the value 21 has been inserted in the bu�er. The local states of the stateaction net contain information about the functions which have been executedat the local state by the thread of the local state. The attributes START, INand TERM distinguish whether a state is at the beginning of the execution,somewhere during the execution or at the end of the execution of a function. Alocal state can contain for each variable which is visible at the local state a set ofvalues. A variable can have more than one value in a local state s if this variableis written in an action not causally ordered to s. The variable can take on thevalue before the write access or after the write access.To specify the mutual exclusion properties, we have to extend the temporallogic of section 3 in two directions: First we have to exchange predicated withspeci�cations of properties of local states. This speci�cations have to describe theexecution of functions as well as comparisons between values of variables. Second,states of di�erent threads have to be distinguishable. In systems with dynamiccreation of threads an identi�cation of threads before the run is not possible.The syntax of the logic is therefore extended by place holders for identi�ers ofthreads, called thread identi�cation variables (TI-variables). Each predicate pcontains additionally a TI-variable t (t:p). To describe equality or inequality orthe creator relation between threads, it can be speci�ed that a formula p is onlyde�ned i� TI-variables t1, t2 are related (p if t1 = t2, p if t1 6= t2, p if t1 = callerof(t2)). The semantics of the logic is de�ned additionally to slices by assignmentsof TI-variables to identi�ers of threads of the program run (TI-assignment).Properties of local states are speci�ed by a propositional logic (local logic).This logic contains comparisons of variables, start.f , in.f and term.f as atomicpredicates. in.f describes the execution of a function f . start.f and term.fdescribe the entering and leaving of a function f .Using these extensions the mutual exclusion properties can be speci�ed asfollows:� not( t1:(in.append) and t2:(in.append) ) if t1 != t2� not( t1:(in.remove) and t2:(in.remove) ) if t1 != t2� not( t1:(in.append and (b.last-b.�rst) modulo N<=1) andt2:(in.remove and (b.last-b.�rst) modulo N<= 1) )Finally, the model checking method has to be extend, because the semanticsof the temporal logic has changed: First, the leaves of the formula tree containsformulas of the local logic instead of predicates such that for all local states theformulas in the leaf nodes have to be checked. Because atomic formulas of thetemporal logic are extended by a TI-variable for each local state s which satis�es24



the formula of the leaf node, the slice set consisting of all slices which containthe local state together with a TI-assignment which assigns the thread identi�erof the local state to the TI-variable of the formula, have to be calculated.Second, the structure of nodes of the formula tree has to be changed suchthat it contains a partition of slice sets for each TI-assignment assigning threadidenti�ers of the program run to TI-variables of the formula of the node.To calculate the slice sets of an inner node of the formula tree for all TI-assignments of the successor nodes it has to be checked whether they �t together.In this case, a new partition is created in the node with a TI-assignment mergedtogether from the TI-assignments of the successor nodes and the slice sets of thepartition are calculated from the slice sets of the partitions of the successor nodesas described in section 4.The properties for testing parallel and distributed programs may be generatedfrom the requirements during the program development phases. To test programsit is necessary to eliminate the nondeterminism such that in all replays of aprogram run the same formulas of the speci�cation are unsatis�ed. This meansthat the result of test cases have to be reproducible. State action nets allowto reduce nondeterminism, but they eliminate the nondeterminism not totally.Di�erent access sequences to synchronization objects can lead to di�erent stateaction nets (see [5]).If an error has occurred during testing the description and visualization ofthe causes why a formula of the speci�cation is not satis�ed helps to formulatehypothesis about the causes of the error. In this way the method can also beused for an incremental approach to the error. This approach leads always to anunambiguous localization of the error which allows its elimination (see[8, 4]).6 ConclusionsWe introduced a model checking method for parallel and distributed programruns. The method uses causal nets to describe runs of parallel and distributedprograms. The logic to specify properties which have to be checked is based on[10]. The method builds not a global model of the causal net. It only gener-ates those global states which are necessary to check the formulas. To reducethe complexity of the method global states are put together to sets which arerepresented by an upper bound slice and a lower bound slice. In this way, thetime complexity for checking formulas containing only the operations and, orand always is linear in the size of the causal net and exponential in the length ofthe formula. Furthermore we described how the method can be applied to testingand debugging. 25
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A Short Completeness Proof for LinearTemporal LogicAnton K�olblLudwig-Maximialians-Universit�at M�unchenOettingenstr. 67, D-80538 M�unchenkoelbl@informatik.uni-muenchen.deAbstractLinear temporal logic has received much attention in computer science,because it is very well suited for the description and the proof of pro-gram properties. In order to show completeness for the propositionalfragment, there exist two standard ways: The model which has to beconstructed therefore can be built up as a tree, whose nodes contain setsof formulae, as in [2]. Alternatively there is a proof in [1], which extractsthe model out of the canonical model (in the sense of modal logic). Buttwo complicated steps are necessary: First the big model is collapsedto a �nite one, and since this contains clusters, it must be blown upto a linear model. Here a proof is presented, which also starts withthe canonical model, but can read o� the desired model as a sequencedirectly in the canonical model.First I present the calculus whose completeness is to be shown. It containsthe following axioms:(taut) All propositional tautologies(distr) The distribution axioms�(A! B)! (�A! �B) und2(A! B)! (2A! 2B)(next) : �A$ �:A(mix) 2A! A ^ �2A(ind) 2(A! �A)! (A! 2A)It contains the rules(mp) Modus ponens: A; A! B ` B 27



(nec) Necessitation: A ` �A und A ` 2AThe corresponding frame class are all frames in which R� is a linear orderingand R2 is the tranitive-reexive closure of R�.The correctness of the calculus is evident: If a formula � is derivable, then itis valid in all such frames. But now for the other direction: It has to be shown,that there exists for every non-derivable � a frame S = (S;R�; R2), which falsi�es�, i.e. there exists a model based on S, and a world w in this model, in which �does not hold.Our starting point is the canonical model M = (W;R�; R2; V ). Therein we�nd a point s0, in which � is not valid. This is because � is not provable, :�is consistent, and the points of the canonical model are exactly the maximalconsistent sets of formulae. But this is not yet our desired model. Since the setf:2p; p; �p; ��p; :::g is consistent, there are points s, for which R2(s) is a propersuperset of R?�(s). So the canonical model is not a falsifying model, since is isbased on a frame which is not suitable for our purpose.Anyway, R� is functional in M ; this follows from the axiom (next), whichdetermines uniquely the next time point. We may assume that starting fromeach point s in W we �nd a !-sequence by R?� ; for if we have a reexive point,we can replace it by an R�-sequence of irreexive points with the same truthconditions.De�ne � to be the least set of formulae such that:� � 2 �� A 2 �) subformulae(A) � �� 2A 2 �) �2A 2 �� :2A 2 �) �:2A 2 �Lemma 1 If s 2 W , :2B 2 �, :2B 2 s, then there exists an R?�-variant t ofs with :B 2 t.An R?�-variant is a point, which is reachable in �ntely many R�-steps, wherebypoints may be exchanged with other points equivalent modulo �. This does notchange the truth conditions of subformulae of �.This lemma is the central point in my proof, because it says, that for formulae:2B the formula :B can be realized already in R?� and not only in the perhapsmuch bigger R2.Now for the proof: Let � = f1; :::; ng.Consider the in�nite set of points P with the following properties:28



� s 2 P (s as in the lemma)� t 2 P , t �� u) u 2 P� t 2 P; tR�u) u 2 PFor each p 2 P consider the formula Ap = (:)1 ^ (:)2 ^ ::: ^ (:)n withAp 2 p. Exactly one of these formulae is in p, since p is maximally consistent.Set A = Sp2P Ap. This is a �nite formula, because there exist only �nitely manycombinations of the negated or unnegated formulae i. Now we �nd 2(A !�A)! (A! 2A) 2 s as an instance of the induction axiom.Also the antecedens 2(A! �A) is in s: We have to show A! �A 2 u for allsR2u. Therefore let A 2 u. So u 2 P by de�nition of the formula A. We �nd:The uniquely determined R�-successor of u is in P , and consequently �A 2 u.Therefore the conclusion A ! 2A is in s, too, and because of A 2 s alsoA 2 u for all sR2u. If :2B 2 s, we can �nd a u such that sR2u and :B 2 u.Because of the above consideration there is a point p 2 P , which realizes :B, andby construction of P this is exactly a R?�-variant of s. So the lemma is shown.Now we can de�ne the desired model (S;R�; R?�; VS):Since � is not provable, there exists a point s0 2 W (in the canonical model),in which � does not hold. Consider the �rst formula :2B in � \ s0. If no suchexists, choose S = R?�(s0) (!-sequence). Otherwise choose a sequence of R�-stepswith exchanges modulo � as in the lemma, such that in one point :B is realized;call this point t. From there on choose the R�-successors of t. If there is anotherformula :2C in �\s0, iterate this construction starting from t, until all formulaeof the special type have been considered..This de�nes an !-sequence S and a model (S;R�; R?�; VS) with the followingvaluation: For propositional variables p 2 � and points s 2 S let VS(p; s) =VM (p; s), i.e. the valuations are inherited from the canonical model. All othervaluations are clearly irrelevant for the truth value of �.Lemma 2 For s 2 S and for subformulae A of �:S j= A[s] i� M j= A[s].Proof by induction on A:� Propositional variables q: claim is valid by de�nition� :A, A! B: clear 29



� �A clear by inductive hypothesis for A, since we have only R�-steps in S,and we identify points, which are equivalent modulo � (A 2 �).� 2A: That's the interesting case.i) Let M j= 2A[s]. Then S j= 2A[s], since the relation R2 from M hasbeen made smaller and by inductive hypothesis for A.ii) Let M j= :2A[s]. By lemma 2 and the inductive hypothesis for :Aalso S j= :2A[s]The newly constructed model S is, by de�nition, based on a suitable frame. Sowe obtain the following:Theorem 1 (completeness) For each unprovable formula � of linear temporalpropositional logic, there is a frame falsifying it.References[1] Robert Goldblatt. Logics of Time and Computation, volume 7 of CSLI LectureNotes. Stanford, 1987.[2] Fred Kr�oger. Temporal Logic of Programms. Springer,Berlin, 1987.
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A Note on the Frame Semantics ofModal LogicAlexander KurzLudwig-Maximilians-Universit�at M�unchenOettingenstr. 67, 80538 M�unchen, Germanykurz@informatik.uni-muenchen.deAbstractA new class of frames for modal logic is introduced. They are de�nedlike general frames, but with a di�erent closure condition imposed onthe set of allowed valuations. Not closure under modal operators butclosure under (arbitrary) unions is demanded. To compare these so-called complete frames with general frames, a common generalization|Boolean frames|is introduced. Then three main results on completeframes are presented. First, complete frames are semantically completein the sense that every normal modal logic is characterized by a completeframe. Second, frames that are both general and complete are bisimilarto Kripke frames. Third, complete frames can be regarded as Kripkeframes where the set of worlds is replaced by a multiset of worlds. Wegive an example of how this concept may be applied to the theory ofconcurrent processes.1 IntroductionA new class of frames is introduced. They are de�ned like general frames (cf. vanBenthem[5]), but with a di�erent closure condition imposed on the set of allowedvaluations. Not closure under modal operators but closure under (arbitrary)unions is demanded. To be more precise: A complete frame (W;R;V) consistsof a set of worlds W , a relation R � W �W and a subset V of the powerset ofW that is closed under Boolean operators and unions, i.e., (V;�;[) has to bea complete Boolean algebra where complements are taken w.r.t. W . A generalframe is de�ned similar but, instead of being complete, V has to be closed underthe modal operator m (see the next section for a de�nition).In this paper we will take a closer look at complete frames. Our �rst concern isa comparison with general frames. As the latter, complete frames are semanticallycomplete for normal modal logics, that is, every modal logic characterized by ageneral frame is also characterized by some complete frame. To show this wegive a construction from general frames to modally equivalent complete framesin section 3. On the other hand, not every theory of a given complete frame ischaracterized by a general frame. This is because there are theories of complete31



frames that are not closed under modal substitutions.1 Thus, from the pointof view of modal theories, complete frames may be regarded as a generalizationof general frames. But from a model theoretic point of view we get a di�erentpicture: We will show in section 4 that a frame that is general and complete isbisimilar to a Kripke frame.Next, we show that complete frames can be regarded as Kripke frames wherethe set of worlds is replaced by a multiset (or sequence) of worlds. This allowsfor frames explicitly mentioning repetition of identical worlds (states). We sketchan application to the theory of concurrent processes and temporal logic.Before starting on these topics, a common generalization of complete andgeneral frames|Boolean frames|is introduced and the notion of bisimulation isadapted.2 Basic De�nitionsLet us �rst �x the notation. We consider a language L of propositional modallogic built in the usual way from propositional variables p; q; : : :, parentheses,the unary operator :, the binary operator _ and one unary modality 3. Theconnectives 2;^; ! are de�ned as usual. The restriction to one modality isnot essential and only simpli�es the notation. A model M = (W;R; V ) for thislanguage consists of a set of worlds W , a relation R over W and a function Vfrom proposition letters to subsets of W . V (p) denotes the set of worlds where pis true. We write M;w j= � if the model M satis�es the modal formula � in w.2We say that M j= � i� M;w j= � for all w 2 W . A Kripke frame K = (W;R)abstracts from a concrete valuation, therefore K j= � i� (W;R; V ) j= � for allvaluations V . A general frame G = (W;R;V) is a Kripke frame plus a restrictionV (that we will call the valuation range of G) on the allowed valuations: V is asubset of the powerset of W and G j= � i� (W;R; V ) j= � for all valuations Vsuch that V (p) 2 V for all proposition letters p. Such a model (W;R; V ) is saidto be based on G. Furthermore (V;�;[;m) has to form a modal algebra, i.e., Vis closed under Boolean operations as well as under the modal operator m thatis de�ned by m(X) = fy 2 W : 9x 2 X : yRxg.3 The (modal) theory of a frameF is the set f� : F j= �g. When we call two frames equivalent, we always meanthat they have the same theory. Note that a Kripke frame (W;R) is equivalentto the general frame (W;R; 2W ). In the following we will not distinguish betweenthe general frame (W;R; 2W ) and the Kripke frame (W;R).In contrast, a complete frame C = (W;R;V) may have a valuation rangeV that is not closed under the modal operator. Instead V has to be a complete1In this respect (and some others to be explained later) complete frames are more similarto models than to Kripke frames.2M;w j= p i� w 2 V (p), Boolean connectives as usual,M;w j= 3� i� 9v : wRv & M; v j= �.3X is the set of worlds where � is true i� m(X) is the set of worlds where 3� holds.32



Boolean algebra. For comparison of general and complete frames we de�ne aBoolean frame as a frame B = (W;R;V) where V just has to form a Booleanalgebra.One aspect of these di�erent structures is what kinds of logics they allow todescribe. In contrast to models, the theory of a general frame is closed under sub-stitutions of formulas for propositional variables. The closure under substitutionsfollows from the fact that the valuation range of a general frame is closed underBoolean and modal operators. It is therefore not surprising that the theory of aBoolean frame is closed only under substitutions of Boolean formulas. Moreoverwe have the following: The theories of Boolean frames are exactly those theo-ries obtained from the standard formal systems for the modal logic K when wereplace the rule of substitution by a rule allowing only substitution of Booleanformulas. More precisely, de�ne j=b;`b as follows: � j=b � i� for all Booleanframes B it holds that B j= � implies B j= �. And �`b� i� � may be derivedfrom � using as axioms only propositional tautologies and formulas of the form2(� ! �) ! (2� ! 2�) and as rules only modus ponens, necessitation4 andthe substitution of Boolean formulas for propositional variables. Then�`b� () � j=b �:The proof uses the canonical model of � and is the same as for �`�, � j= �where ` denotes derivability with arbitrary substitutions and j= is the conse-quence relation w.r.t. general frames (cf. van Benthem[5]).Bisimulation between models is an important notion. Between Kripke framesit is less interesting because it degenerates to isomorphism. But in the caseof Boolean (general, complete) frames bisimulation gets interesting again. Anexample for a general and complete frame that is bisimilar to a Kripke frame butlooks rather di�erently is given in section 5. In order to shorten the de�nition weintroduce the following notation: a relation Z � W �W 0 induces two functions!Z : 2W!2W 0 and  Z : 2W 0!2W de�ned by !Z (X) = fy 2 W 0 : 9x 2 X : xZyg and Z (Y ) = fx 2 W : 9y 2 Y : xZyg.Def 2.1 Let B = (W;R;V), B0 = (W 0; R0;V 0) be two Boolean frames. A relationZ is called a bisimulation between B and B0 if Z respects the usual conditionson R and !Z� Z = idV 0 and  Z�!Z = idV. An isomorphism is a bisimulation whereZ is a bijective function.A consequence of this de�nition is that if two frames bisimulate then for any modelbased on one of them we can �nd a bisimilar one based on the other.5 This ismade possible by the condition that V and V 0 are isomorphic via !Z . Therefore,it follows from the corresponding lemma on bisimulation between models that iftwo frames are bisimilar then they are equivalent.4Necessitation means the rule �`2�.5Note that in case of complete frames the de�nition of isomorphism is equivalent (via theo-rem 5.1) to the one given in footnote 9. 33



3 CompletenessHere we show that complete frames are semantically complete for normal modallogics by proving that every modal logic that is characterized by a general frameis also characterized by some complete frame. The proof of the following the-orem gives a construction that transforms any general frame into an equivalentcomplete frame. Then an example illustrating this construction is presented. (Itmay be helpful to look at the example before going through the proof.)Theorem 3.1 For any general frame there is an equivalent complete frame.Proof. Let G = (W;R;V) be a general frame. We will de�ne an equivalentcomplete frame BG = (WG; RG;VG).For every modal formula � let V ar(�) denote the set of propositional variablesoccurring in �. For every valuation V with V (p) 2 V, for all p, and every modalformula � de�ne VV;� as the Boolean algebra generated by fV (p) : p 2 V ar(�)g.Since VV;� is �nite it is also complete and each (W;R;VV;�) is a complete frame.Now de�ne BG as the disjoint union6 of all the (W;R;VV;�). Since completenessis preserved under disjoint unions this is indeed a complete frame. It remains toshow G j= �, BG j= �.\) ": Suppose BG =j=�. That is, one of the disjoint frames of which BG iscomposed, say B = (W;R;VB), rejects �. It follows the existence of a valuationV with V (p) 2 VB and (W;R; V ) =j=�. But since the valuation ranges of generalframes are closed under Boolean operators we get V (p) 2 V. Hence (W;R;V) =j=�.\( ": Suppose G =j=�. That is, there is a valuation V with V (p) 2 V and(W;R; V ) =j=�. Hence (W;R;VV;�) =j=� and therefore BG =j=�. QED.Corollary 3.2 For any Boolean frame there is an equivalent complete frame.Proof. The same as above. We didn't use that the valuation ranges of generalframes are closed under modal operators. QED.We give an example. Let G = (N;�; C) be the general frame consisting of thenatural numbers, the usual � relation and the set of all �nite and co�nite subsetsof N. Now we will build an equivalent complete frame from disjoint unions of\restrictions" of G. Let Bi = (N;�; Ci) where Ci is the Boolean algebra generatedby ff0g; : : : fi � 1gg for i � 0. B is de�ned as the disjoint union of the Bi.7 Itis not di�cult to see that both frames are equivalent. The intuitive reason isthe following. C prevents modal formulas to change their validity in�nitely often.6In the disjoint union (W;R;V) = UI(Wi; Ri;Vi) W , R are as usual. V contains all unionsof sets of the form f(i; w) : w 2 Xg for some X in Vi.7Comparing the de�nition of B with the one of BG in the proof, it is conspicuous thathere the disjoint union is formed of fewer frames. The di�erence is not essential and is only tosimplify both the example and the proof. 34



A consequence is that G j= 23� ! 32�. This formula does not hold in theKripke frame (N;�) because (N;�) allows counterexamples that are preventedby C. Now, we can express the same constraint on the possible valuations usingin�nitely many copies of this Kripke frame and for each of them a much simplerde�nition of the valuation ranges. The fact that modal formulas does not changetheir value in�nitely often is at least as immediate for B than for G. I thinkthat completeness is easier to visualize than closure under modal operators. Thereason is that completeness allows the construction of atoms as intersections ofultra�lters of worlds (see the next section).The reader may have noted that in our example the valuation ranges of theframes Bi are closed under the modal operator m. That is, B is not only acomplete frame but also a general frame. But this is an exception. Generallythis disjoint-union-construction will destroy modal closure. This follows fromtheorem 4.2 and the incompleteness of Kripke frames. As an example considerthe general frameG = (N; <;>; C), C as above. The appropriate language shouldnow contain two modalities 3<, 3>. Note that C is closed under the operatorsm< and m> and that we still have G j= 2<3<� ! 3<2<�. Now, make thesame disjoint union construction as above, that is, let B be the disjoint union ofthe frames Bi = (N; <;>; Ci), Ci as above. Again B and G are equivalent. Butthe Ci are not closed under m>. Hence B is not a general frame.We hope to have shown that completeness is one reason why complete framesmay be useful: they allow (at least in some examples) a quite natural semanticsin cases where the usual Kripke frames don't su�ce.4 A Comparison of General and Complete FramesWe �rst characterize complete frames in terms of Kripke frames plus an equiva-lence relation over the set of worlds. Then we show that a frame that is generaland complete is bisimilar to a Kripke frame.Any Kripke frame (W;R) together with an equivalence relation � over Wdetermines uniquely a complete frame (W;R;V�) if we de�ne V� to be the setof all unions of equivalence classes of �, i.e., V� = fX � W : 8x; y 2 W :x � y & x 2 X ) y 2 Xg. Conversely, every complete frame C = (W;R;V)determines uniquely an equivalence relation �V , where �V is de�ned by thepartition of W containing the atoms8 of V. That the atoms of the completeBoolean algebra V form indeed a partition of W follows from the fact that acomplete �eld of sets is atomic (cf. Sikorski[4], chapter 25).In a complete �eld of sets the atoms are exactly the intersections of the ul-tra�lters. Therefore they are minimal classes of worlds being forced to ful�ll thesame propositions. In the next section we will pursue this idea and consider theatoms as states (of a program execution, for example). There (cf. theorem 5.1)8X 2 V is an atom i� X 6= fg and 8Y 2 V : fg 6= Y � X ) Y = X.35



it will be important to note that the above constructions of an equivalence rela-tion out of a valuation range and that of a valuation range out of an equivalencerelation are inverse to each other. That is �(V�)=� and V(�V) = V.Now we want to show that a frame that is general and complete is bisimilarto a Kripke frame. Given a complete frame C = (W;R;V) we de�ne a Kripkeframe C� = (W�; R�; 2W�): W� is the partition of W induced by � (writing �for �V) and R� is de�ned by [w]R�[v], 9w1 � w : 9v1 � v : w1Rv1, where [w]denotes the equivalence class of w w.r.t. �.Proposition 4.1 wRv & w1 � w ) 9v1 : v1 � v & w1Rv1 i� V closed under m.Theorem 4.2 Let C = (W;R;V) be a complete frame and C� as above. ThenV is closed under m i� the relation Z = f(w; [w]) : w 2 Wg � W �W� is abisimulation between C and C�.We have shown that a frame that is complete and general is bisimilar to aKripke frame. Now we will show that the converse also holds.Proposition 4.3 Let (W;R;V) and (W 0; R0;V 0) be two Boolean frames and Z abisimulation between them. Then it holds for all X;Xi 2 V:�  Z (m0(!Z (X))) = m(X),�  Z (Si(!Z (Xi))) = Si(Xi).It follows that modal closure and completeness are preserved by bisimulations.We therefore have the following theorem.Theorem 4.4 A frame that is bisimilar to a Kripke frame is a general, completeframe.The interest in the class of general and complete frames may be explained asfollows: As indicated above the atoms are minimal classes of worlds being forcedto ful�ll the same propositions. If we want to interpret the atoms moreover asstates being a set of complete information, it seems sensible that identical statesnot only ful�ll the same propositions, but also agree in all modal formulas. Asu�cient condition for this is that these identical states may be identi�ed by somebisimulation. But theorem 4.2 shows that there is a bisimulation identifying allidentical states if and only if the complete frame is also a general frame.We can summarize the results of the last two sections in two pictures drawinghierarchies of classes of frames. The �rst one gives a semantic interpretation interms of closure conditions and bisimulation. The second one classi�es accordingto classes of logics that are characterizable.36
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GFIn the �rst picture A!B signi�es A � B. The class KF0 is meant to contain allframes (W;R;V) that are bisimilar to a Kripke frame. Because of the theoremsabove, we have KF0 = GF\CF. An example of an interesting frame of this classis presented in section 5. `m-cl' stands for modal closure and `U' for completeness.In the second picture A!B signi�es: for every frame in B there is an equivalentframe in A.5 Multisets of Worlds - An ApplicationIn this section we will see how complete frames can be understood as Kripkeframes with multisets of worlds. An example of a possible application in temporallogics of concurrent programs is given.Let us �rst de�ne the new concept and only then show how it relates tocomplete frames. We will speak of sequences of states rather than of multisetsof worlds in view of the example at the end of the section. In our terminology asequence of states is just a mapping s : W!S where S is the set of states andW an index set. We will see later that the index set and not the set of statescorresponds to the set of possible worlds in a Kripke style semantics, hence thenotation. The index set may be ordered by a relation R, that is, R � W �W .On the other hand, as the notion of state already suggests, the valuations Vwill be over S. What do we gain by this construction? Multiple occurrences ofthe same state become representable on the level of frames. Of course, on thelevel of models we already had the ability to force two worlds to ful�ll the samepropositions. But with Kripke frames this was not possible. The merits of thisnew structures will be illustrated in the example below.In view of the above discussion we de�ne a sequence frame to be a structure(s : W!S;R) where s is a function and R � W � W . A sequence model Mconsists of a frame and an assignment of truth values to propositional variables.M is based on P = (s : W!S;R) i� M = (s : W!S;R; V ) and V a functionfrom the set of propositional variables into the powerset of S. V (p) denotes the set37



of states where p is true. The de�nition of validity w.r.t. a point w in a sequencemodel M goes as follows:M;w j= p i� s(w) 2 V (p):;_ as usualM;w j= 3� i� there is a v with wRv & M;v j= �Only the �rst clause of the de�nition has been changed as compared to the validityde�nition of Kripke models. As usual, M j= � i� M;w j= � for all w 2 W andP j= � i� M j= � for all sequence models M based on P .Now, we will show that sequence frames o�er just a di�erent notation forcomplete frames. Recall from section 4 that every complete frame C = (W;R;V)is uniquely determined by the Kripke frame (W;R) and the equivalence relation�V. W� = f[w] : w 2 Wg has been de�ned as the respective set of equivalenceclasses. Given C = (W;R;V), we de�ne the corresponding sequence frame Cs =(s : W!W�; R), where s is given by s(w) = [w]. Conversely, given a sequenceframe P = (s : W!S;R) we de�ne the corresponding complete frame P c =(W;R;Vc) where Vc contains all unions of equivalence classes of w � v , s(w) =s(v).Theorem 5.1 Given a complete frame C = (W;R;V) and a sequence frameP = (s :W 0!S 0; R0) it holds:� Cs j= � i� C j= � and P c j= � i� P j= �,� (P c)s isomorphic to P and (Cs)c isomorphic to C.The proof uses the characterization of complete frames as Kripke frames plus anequivalence relation (see section 4) and the fact that a sequence frame P = (s :W!S;R) is determined up to isomorphism9 by the Kripke frame (W;R) and theequivalence relation w � v , s(w) = s(v).Next, we will give an example of the use of complete frames. We considerpropositional linear temporal logic (LTL). A Kripke frame for LTL is N = (N;�; �), where N is the set of natural numbers, � as usual and � the successorrelation. The language contains two modal operators 2 and ethat are interpretedby the relations � and � respectively. LTL itself is de�ned as the set of all modalformulas valid in N (for details see e.g. Goldblatt[1]). Now, in computer science,a well-known problem with this semantics is that it is not stutter invariant (see,e.g., [3] or [2] for a discussion). That is, given a formula � and a model Mfor � there may be a stutter variant M 0 of M with M 0 =j=�. A stutter variantof M is a model that di�ers from M only because some repetitions of identical9An isomorphism between sequence frames (s : W!S;R), (s0 : W 0!S0; R0) is a bijectionf : W!W 0 such that f is an isomorphism between (W;R) and (W 0; R0) and furthermores(w) = s(v) , s0(f(w)) = s0(f(v)). 38



states have been inserted or eliminated. A semantics that is not stutter invariantcauses problems concerning composition and re�nement. Now, well-known again,this defect is not an inherent property of LTL itself but depends strongly on thesemantic assumptions. For example, LTL may be rendered stutter invariant byreplacing the relation � by a relation �s with the following property: w�sv if,given w, v is the next point whose state is di�erent and, if no such state exists,w�s(w + 1). To prove that these two semantics are indeed equivalent the easiestway is the following: Let us call LTLs the logic characterized by the class ofsequence frames (s :N!N;�; �s). Now, identity of LTL and LTLs follows easilyfrom the fact that each frame P = (s : N!N;�; �s) is bisimilar (in the senseof de�nition 2.1) to the frame P 0 = (s0 : N!N;�; �) where s0 is de�ned as thesequence that is obtained from s by eliminating all �nite repetitions of identicalstates.An objection to this example might be that the well-established bisimulationbetween models is enough to prove the identity of LTL and LTLs. So why shouldwe work with sequence frames? The relationship of sequence frames to models issimilar to that of Kripke frames to models. One reason of their usefulness is thatthey o�er a convenient way to de�ne the appropriate classes of models. Often,one prefers to work with classes of models being based on certain frames withsome agreeable properties. On the other hand, as the example suggests, thereare cases where Kripke frames do not allow to de�ne the models one is interestedin. Sequence frames may repair this defect. For example, here, sequence framesallow a notion of indistinguishability between worlds which is independent of theinterpretation of any particular proposition. Another reason why sequence framesare useful is that the notion of a bisimulation is lifted to the level of frames. Forexample, the class of frames bisimilar to the Kripke frame (N;�; �) contains`stutter invariant' frames (s :N!N;�; �s).6 ConclusionBesides general frames, complete frames are a second generalization of the conceptof a Kripke frame. This can also be formulated in the following way: There areclasses of Kripke models that are based on a complete frame but on no Kripkeframe. One consequence of this fact was that we get semantical completeness(section 3). Another was that the theories may not be closed under (modal)substitutions (section 2). When we want to avoid this, one possibility is toconsider frames that are complete and general.10 We showed that these areexactly those (Boolean) frames that are bisimilar to Kripke frames (section 4).We therefore can transfer all we know about the logics of Kripke frames. On the10Another is to work with classes of complete frames whose theories are closed undersubstitutions. 39



other hand, we have the possibility to de�ne frames with properties (like stutterinvariance) that are not shared by Kripke frames (section 5).Another interesting point is the way we can look at complete frames. Thestarting point was a rather abstract variation of the closure condition of thevaluation ranges of Boolean frames. But then we saw that we can conceivecomplete frames as Kripke frames plus an equivalence relation on the set ofpossible worlds (section 4), or as Kripke frames with the set of worlds replaced bymultisets of worlds (or sequences of states). The reason was that completeness ofa �eld of sets guarantees that the algebra is atomic, that is, we can rebuild anyset from atoms. These atoms generally do not exist in general frames. Therefore,one has to work with subsets of the powerset of the set of worlds to restrict thepossible valuations. Section 5 showed how atoms may be used to give a moreimplicit de�nition of these restrictions. An application was the interpretation ofatoms as states of program executions.References[1] Robert Goldblatt. Logics of Time and Computation, volume 7 of CSLI LectureNotes. Stanford, 1987.[2] Yonit Kesten, Zohar Manna, and Amir Pnueli. Temporal veri�cation of sim-ulation and re�nement. Lecture Notes of Computer Science 803, 1994.[3] Leslie Lamport. The temporal logic of actions. ACM Trans. on Prog. Lan-guages and Systems 16(3), pages 872{923, May 1994.[4] Roman Sikorski. Boolean Algebras. Springer, 1969.[5] Johan van Benthem. Modal Logic and Classical Logic. Bibliopolis, Napoli,1983.
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An Introduction to JavaThomas Fee�Department of Computer Science, University of MunichOettingenstr. 67, 80538 Munich, FRGfeess@informatik.uni-muenchen.deAbstractThe introduction of Java applets has taken the World Wide Web bystorm. Information servers can customize the presentation of their con-tent with server{supplied code which executes inside the Web browser.The �rst part of this paper contains a survey of the Java programminglanguage, Java applets and the bytecode generated by the Java com-piler. Two examples will demonstrate the use of Java: Implementing abounded bu�er and embedding a clock into a HTML page.The second part of this paper deals with the security system of Java: Wediscuss the components responsible for the safe execution of Java appletsand present some examples of known security bugs of Java. We will�nally point out some shortcomings of Java which increase the dangerof security holes.1 IntroductionA brief introduction to the Java language and the programming of Java appletscan be found in [4]. The historical survey of the development of Java is takenfrom [8].1.1 History of JavaThe genesis of Java can be traced back to December 1990 when Sun launcheda project called "Green" which was initiated by Patrick Naughton. The aim ofthis project was to develop new software technology for chip{based consumerelectronics.Part of this project was the design of a simple, robust and portable program-ming language. James Goslin, the father of Java, started with C++. But soonhe realized that C++ was not suited for this task and Goslin began to develop anew programming language called "Oak". When searching for a trademark, thename "Oak" was later dropped in favour of "Java" (note that "Java" is not anabbreviation but has been adopted from slang).In 1994 Sun realized that the main design goals of Java made this languagesuited for exchanging executable code over the Internet and the project wasredirected at the Web. Patrick Naughton wrote "WebRunner", a prototype of a41



browser capable of running Java code. This browser was later re{implemented inJava and formally announced as "HotJava" browser by Sun in May 1995.Shortly after the release of Java and HotJava in mid{1995 Netscape licensedJava and incorporated it into version 2.0 of their Web browser. Meanwhile otherbrowsers (e.g. Mosaic) have become Java{compatible too.1.2 Portability of JavaJava programs are portable at the binary level. This means that code generatedby a Java compiler (the so{called bytecode) can be executed on every platformwhere the system libraries and the run{time environment of Java have beeninstalled. Java bytecode is portable because� it is not written in an existing machine language but it is aimed to run ona virtual machine (the Java virtual machine JVM).� all system libraries are linked dynamically on execution.The introduction of a virtual machine means that, in order to execute a Javaprogram, the bytecode either has to be interpreted or has to be compiled into thenative machine language. In most cases, the bytecode will be interpreted.1.3 Enhancing Browser Capabilities through Java AppletsSubstantial e�ort has been spent to make the HTML language more expressive(e.g. by adding tables or frames). But for many applications, like animatedgraphics or interactive user input, HTML is still insu�cient.Java grew popular because it provides a simple, yet powerful way to enhancethe capabilities of Web browsers. This is achieved by embedding executableJava bytecode (so{called Java applets) into a HTML page. When viewing theWeb page, the browser loads the applet from a (possibly remote) host, using aspeci�ed URL, and executes the bytecode on the client host. (Note that you neednot install the Java system classes nor the Java interpreter as they are integratedinto a Java{compatible browser.) Therefore Java programs take on two slightlydi�erent forms:� A Java application is a stand{alone Java program.� Java applet denotes a Java program embedded in a HTML page.Besides having di�erent calling conventions, applications and applets di�er intheir security restrictions: As Java applets loaded over the Internet are considereduntrusted, their execution is monitored and their access to system resources, like�les or network connections, is restricted. In contrast to this, Java applicationsare executed like trusted native user code.42



2 Programming in JavaA detailed speci�cation of the Java programming language can be found in [6]. [3]and [7] contain a complete reference manual of the Java API. [1] provides manyexamples of Java programs and explains how to write Java applets. Details ofthe bytecode and the Java virtual machine (JVM) are described in [5].2.1 Java Programming LanguageJava is an object{oriented programming language which syntactically resemblesC++. However, some insecure constructs (like memory access through pointers)have been removed. Furthermore, Java supports parallel programming throughmultiple threads. The multithreading facilities of Java can be used by a browserto instantiate a separate thread for each applet on a HTML page.2.1.1 Java Type SystemJava is a strongly{typed object{oriented language i.e. each expression is assigneda type at compile{time. The run{time type of an expression is guaranteed to bea subtype of its compile{time type. Besides primitive types (like boolean, intand float) and array types, the type hierarchy of Java consists of� classes� interfaces (see below)In contrast to C++, Java only supports single inheritance in order to avoid seman-tic problems associated with multiple inheritance. Thus, the class hierarchy ofJava constitutes a tree having the class Object as its root where Object suppliesbasic methods e.g. for cloning objects or transforming objects into a string.Classes may be abstract which means that they declare methods whose im-plementation is delegated to subclasses. However, it is not possible to declaregeneric classes like Stack(T) where T denotes a type parameter (in C++ genericclasses are built using the template construct).Interfaces were introduced to provide a means for constructing a rich type hi-erarchy forming an arbitrary acyclic graph. An interface resembles a completelyabstract class i.e. it contains only method declarations and no method de�nitions.Therefore no inheritance is associated with interfaces and so the interface hier-archy may form an arbitrary acyclic graph. Moreover a class may be declaredto implement one or more interfaces in which case the class must provide allmethods listed in the interfaces.As an example for the use of interfaces, consider the constructor methodThread(Runnable r) instantiating a thread over an object r of the interfacetype Runnable. The interface Runnable in turn declares a single method run43



(the body of the thread to be called at start{up). In this way a thread can beconstructed on objects r belonging to otherwise unrelated classes provided theyimplement Runnable (and thus supply the method run).2.1.2 Insecure Constructs removed from C++Because of security aspects, the Java programming language does not containany construct which allows uncontrolled memory access. Thus, pointer typesand dereferencing operators have been removed from C++. In fact, the onlyway to access memory locations in Java is through objects which are treated aspointers i.e. objects are always passed per reference. Moreover accessing an arrayelement automatically enforces an index check.The task of memory management has been shifted from the programmer tothe Java run{time environment. For example, a garbage collector (normallyrunning as a low{priority thread) periodically cleans up unused objects using amark{sweep algorithm. Java provides no means for the programmer to explicitlydispose the memory used by an object.2.1.3 MultithreadingJava supports multithreading i.e. di�erent ows of control sharing the same ad-dress space may be started by a program. The multithreading facilities of Javaare used by the Java run{time environment to run the garbage collector and byJava{compatible browsers to start several applets in parallel. Moreover a Javaapplet may delegate a time{consuming task (like loading an image) to a separatethread.To create a thread, it is necessary to instantiate a subclass of the Java systemclass Thread. Invoking the inherited method start on the thread object willstart a separate ow of control thereby calling the method run which implementsthe body of the thread. Threads may be suspended or stopped from outsideby invoking the corresponding methods. It is possible to organize threads intoarbitrarily nested thread groups whose members can be accessed as a whole.Threads synchronize themselves through monitors i.e. some methods of a classmay be declared as monitor operations (using the keyword synchronized) whichmeans that these methods run under mutual exclusion. Each instance of the classis treated as a separate monitor and a call of a monitor method acquires a lockon this object. Note that monitors in Java are re{entrant so that a thread doesnot block when entering a monitor he already holds (thus decreasing the dangerof deadlocks).A thread may temporarily leave a monitor using the method wait but it isnot possible to wait on di�erent boolean conditions (the notion of a "conditionvariable" is unknown to Java). Therefore for any monitor object there existonly two waiting queues: One queue of threads waiting to enter the monitor44



and another queue of threads having temporarily left the monitor using the waitmethod. Invoking the notifymethod wakes up some thread in the second queuewhich will then compete for the monitor.2.1.4 Example: Bounded Bu�erThe following example (the implementation of a bounded FIFO bu�er by anarray) demonstrates the synchronization facilities of Java. It declares a singleclass Buffer exporting the methods put and get. The implementation of thebu�er is thread{safe so that multiple threads may simultaneously try to add andremove elements. Therefore put and get are declared to be monitor operationsusing the keyword synchronized.Both methods, put and get, will block when the appropriate precondition(not is full resp. not is empty) is not satis�ed in which case the thread leavesthe monitor and suspends itself using the waitmethod. Note that after resumingput and get have to test their preconditions again because of the lack of conditionvariables. Before leaving the monitor, put and get invoke the method notify towake up some suspended thread./* Bounded FIFO Buffer (thread-safe) */class Buffer{ /* Instance variables (partially initialized) */private int capacity; /* Buffer capacity */private Object[] queue; /* Array queue[0,...,capacity - 1] */private int nr_elements = 0; /* Nr of elements currently in "queue" */private int first = 0, last = -1; /* Index of first and last element *//* Constructor */public Buffer(int capacity){ this.capacity = capacity;this.queue = new Object[capacity];}private boolean is_empty(){ return(nr_elements == 0);}private boolean is_full(){ return(nr_elements == capacity);45



}/* Monitor method: Put an object into the buffer */public synchronized Buffer put(Object element){ /* Leave monitor and wait if the buffer is full */while (is_full())try wait(); catch (InterruptedException e);/* Append object to buffer */queue[++last] = element;nr_elements++;if (last >= capacity - 1) last -= capacity;/* Wake up some thread who has left the monitor */notify();return(this);}/* Monitor method: Get next object from buffer */public synchronized Object get(){ Object result;/* Leave monitor and wait if the buffer is empty */while (is_empty())try wait(); catch (InterruptedException e);/* Remove object from buffer */result = queue[first++];nr_elements--;if (first >= capacity) first -= capacity;/* Wake up some thread who has left the monitor */notify();return(result);}}2.2 Java AppletsThe popularity of Java stems from the possibility to incorporate executable Javabytecode (Java applets) into HTML pages thus using the GUI facilities of Javato enhance the appearance and the interactivity of the Web page.46



2.2.1 Embedding Applets in a HTML pageA HTML page may contain one or more URLs pointing to applets which will beloaded by the browser and executed on the client host when viewing the Webpage. An applet may use the Java system classes provided by the browser or itmay load applet{speci�c classes from the host it originated from.Applets in HTML are marked by the APPLET tag where the attribute CODEcontains the name of the corresponding bytecode and CODEBASE describes thelocation of the applet (i.e. CODEBASE contains an absolute or relative URL). Foreach applet a speci�ed area on the HTML page is reserved as a graphical interfaceof the applet. The size of this area is described by the attributes WIDTH andHEIGHT. The position of this area may vary as the browser is responsible for thelayout of the Web page.For each applet a HTML page may contain additional parameters which arepassed as strings. Moreover an applet may communicate with other applets onthe same Web page by invoking methods on them. Note, however, that there isno way to access applets on other HTML pages.The bytecode of an applet must provide a subclass of the Java system classApplet from which it inherits the methods init, start, stop and destroywhichmark the life{cycle of an applet. After loading the bytecode, the browser createsa single instance of the class of the applet and invokes the methods init andstart on it. The method stop is called when the user temporarily leaves theWeb page. Normally the applet will then suspend execution although it is notforced to. After returning to this Web page, start is called again. Finally thebrowser invokes the destroy method on the applet when removing the HTMLpage from the stack of the browser.2.2.2 Example: Displaying the Time of the DayThe following HTML page contains an applet displaying the time of the day:<HTML><BODY>The following applet displays the time of the day:<APPLET CODE=Time_Applet.class WIDTH=80 HEIGHT=30></APPLET>It starts a thread which updates the time every 500 ms.</BODY></HTML>The �le Time Applet.class (having the same location as the Web page) con-tains the bytecode of the applet. When initializing, the applet creates and starts47



a thread time thread which periodically (every 500 ms) repaints the applet byinvoking the repaint method which in turn calls paint. When the user tem-porarily leaves the HTML page, the applet suspends time thread. Below is thesource code containing the classes Time Applet and Time Thread:/* Import some classes */import java.applet.Applet;import java.util.Date;import java.awt.Graphics;import java.lang.*;/* Applet displaying the time of the day */public class Time_Applet extends Applet{ /* Constant: Time in ms between successive updates of time */static final int INTERVAL = 500;/* Thread which periodically repaints the applet */private Time_Thread time_thread;/* Initialization of the applet */public void init(){ time_thread = new Time_Thread(INTERVAL, this);time_thread.start();}/* Called when (re)entering the Web page of the applet */public void start( ){ time_thread.resume();}/* Called when leaving the Web page of the applet */public void stop(){ time_thread.suspend();}/* Called when cleaning up the applet */public void destroy(){ time_thread.stop(); 48



}/* Called when (re)painting the applet */public void paint(Graphics g){ Date date = new Date();String date_string =date.getHours() + ":" + date.getMinutes() + ":" + date.getSeconds();g.drawString(date_string, 0, 30);}}/* Thread which periodically repaints an applet */class Time_Thread extends Thread{ /* Time in ms after which the applet is repainted */private int interval;/* Applet to repaint */private Applet applet;/* Constructor */public Time_Thread(int interval, Applet applet){ this.interval = interval;this.applet = applet;}/* Called when starting the thread */public void run(){ while (true){ try sleep(interval); catch (InterruptedException e);applet.repaint();}}} 49



2.2.3 Applet RestrictionsAs applets loaded from a (possibly untrusted) site are executed on the client host,it is necessary to restrict their capabilities. In fact, an applet is prevented from� reading and writing arbitrary �les� starting programs on the client host� opening network connections except to the host that it came from� reading arbitrary system properties (like username or operating system)The restriction of network connections to the host from which the applet orig-inated prevents applets from by{passing a �rewall. Applets which have beenloaded into a LAN may only communicate to a host outside the �rewall.2.3 Java BytecodeThe secret of the portability of Java programs is the Java bytecode generated bythe Java compiler as the bytecode has to be executed on di�erent platforms. Toachieve portability, the Java virtual machine (JVM) has been introduced. Theexecutable part of the bytecode consists of instructions for the JVM. To executethe bytecode on a speci�c platform, it is either compiled into the native machinelanguage or (more likely) it is interpreted. In many aspects the JVM resemblesa real CPU:� It is stack{based i.e. all parameters, local variables and intermediate resultsare placed onto the stack.� It supports �xed{ and oating{point arithmetic using standard internalrepresentations of numbers.� Control ow is driven by conditional and unconditional jumps or by sub-routine calls.However, some design issues concerning the layout of objects, the managementof the heap and the way how to implement dynamic linking of methods have notbeen speci�ed for the JVM. These elements remain abstract and are left to theimplementor. For example:� Objects are processed as a primitive data type "handle" which may bethought of a pointer to the heap.� The JVM accepts a statement new which places a handle to a newly allo-cated uninitialized object on the stack.50



� Methods are called symbolically using a pointer to the name of the method.(However, this only applies to the �rst call. For e�ciency reasons thecorresponding bytecode statement is replaced by a "quick" variant as soonas the method name has been resolved.)To securely run Java applets, a static type check has to be performed on thebytecode. Therefore the bytecode contains more type information than necessaryto execute:� The bytecode contains the complete signature (including access rights) ofevery variable and method used.� The checkcast statement can be used to perform type checking at run{timeAs an example, consider the bytecode generated from the method is empty inthe bounded bu�er example of section 2.1.4:Source Code Bytecodeprivate boolean is_empty(){ return(nr_elements == 0);} Method boolean is_empty()0 aload_01 getfield <Field Buffer.nr_elements I>4 ifeq 97 iconst_08 ireturn9 iconst_110 ireturnaload 0 places the zeroth parameter on the stack which (by convention) is a han-dle to the current object this. getfield uses this handle to access the instancevariable nr elementswhose value replaces this on the stack. Note that this oper-ation takes as parameter the class and name of the variable (Buffer.nr elements).Furthermore, the bytecode contains the signature of the variable (Field of typeI = integer). Dependent on the value of the variable (ifeq) the value 1 = trueor 0 = false is pushed on the stack (iconst 1 resp. iconst 0). Finally ireturnleaves the method by returning an integer on the stack.3 Applet SecurityAs Java applets loaded from an untrusted site are executed on the client host(potentially possessing all access rights of the user), it is vital to restrict theircapabilities. The security system of Java must guarantee that running appletsare not able to damage the client host e.g. by removing �les or accessing secretinformation. 51



We give a survey of the security system of Java (thereby describing its com-ponents) and present some examples of known security holes of Java. Finallywe discuss some shortcomings of Java which will probably cause further securitybugs. Much of the material presented in this section can be found in [2]. [9]provides details of the implementation of the bytecode veri�er.3.1 Java Security SystemThe security system of Java consists of three components:� the bytecode veri�er� the class loader� the security managerThe bytecode veri�er and the class loader constitute the lower level of the securitysystem. Together they assure that executing the bytecode never causes the JVMto fall into an unsafe state (e.g. by passing parameters of the wrong type oraccessing private variables from outside a class). On a higher level the securitymanager monitors all accesses to security{relevant resources (�les, threads orsystem properties) possibly denying the access.The bytecode veri�er is part of the Java run{time environment and is auto-matically invoked when transforming a raw byte stream into a Java class. Incontrast to this, class loader and security manager have to be implemented bythe browser thus permitting a browser{speci�c security policy. For this reasonthe Java system classes ClassLoader and SecurityManager have been provided.The browser is expected to subclass and instantiate these classes.3.1.1 Bytecode Veri�erBesides checking the format of the bytecode, the main task of the bytecode veri�eris to perform a static type check on the bytecode before it is executed. This isnecessary because we can not presume that the bytecode loaded from an untrustedsite has been generated by a compiler. In detail the veri�er assures that� methods and JVM instructions are called with arguments of an appropriatetype on the stack.� access restrictions (e.g. private and protected variables) are not violated.� the operand stack (i.e. that part of the stack frame reserved for intermediateresults) does not over{ or underow.52



To achieve this goal, a data{ow analysis is performed on the bytecode usingthe information about the signature of methods and variables contained in thebytecode. For each code position the veri�er determines the layout of the currentstack frame (i.e. the number and static type of parameters, local variables andintermediate results). The layout of the stack frame must be independent of theexecution path by which the bytecode position is reached. Note that this placessome restrictions on the bytecode. For instance, the veri�er will not accept abytecode program pushing elements on the stack in a loop.3.1.2 Class LoaderThe class loader is responsible for dynamically loading classes needed by an ap-plet. Furthermore, it is the task of the class loader to cache classes already loaded.The class loader distinguishes between� system classes of Java which are loaded from the client host.� applet{speci�c classes which are loaded from the host the applet originatedfrom.When loading an applet, the browser creates an instance of a subclass of ClassLoaderwhich contains the address of the host the applet was loaded from. The appletwill then be marked with this class loader (which is done automatically when theclass loader transforms the byte stream of the applet into a class). The run{timeenvironment will call the class loader of the applet when it encounters a classname which has not yet been resolved. Note that classes loaded from the clienthost are marked with a NULL class loader. This provides the criterion by whichJava distinguishes between trusted (class loader = NULL) and untrusted (classloader 6= NULL) classes.The class loader has to assure that a Java system class may not be overriddenby an applet{speci�c class sharing the same name. Therefore, when resolving aclass name, the class loader must search on the client host before consulting theapplet host. In a similar way the class loader separates the name spaces of appletsloaded from di�erent hosts. As the class loader is responsible for the name spaceof an applet, an applet is not allowed to create an instance of ClassLoader.3.1.3 Security ManagerEvery time an applet tries to access a security{relevant resource, the associatedJava system class invokes the security manager. Examples of such accesses are� reading and writing a �le� opening a network connection� suspending a thread 53



� reading a system property (username, operating system etc.)� opening a top{level windowIn each of these cases the security manager has to decide whether to grant theaccess or not. If the access is denied, the security manager throws a securityexception. Normally the security manager will base its decision on the contentof the call stack.By creating an instance of a SecurityManager subclass, the browser has theability to implement its own security policy. For instance, the security policyof the Netscape browser is very restrictive: An applet may not access any �leon the client host. Furthermore, an applet can read only a limited number ofsystem properties. In contrast to this, the HotJava browser uses user{de�nableaccess{control lists.3.2 Known Security BugsSince Java was released, a number of security aws have been discovered. Al-though being mere implementation errors, we present two examples of knownsecurity bugs in order to give a avour of the attacks possible and to shed somelight on shortcomings of Java.3.2.1 Domain Name Service (DNS) Attack (January 1996)As stated in section 2.2.3, an applet may only open a TCP/IP connection backto the server it was loaded from. While this policy is sound, it was not uniformlyenforced by the security manager. The policy was enforced as follows:1. Get all the IP addresses of the hostname that the applet came from.2. Get all the IP addresses of the hostname that the applet is attempting toconnect to.3. Allow the connection i� any address in the �rst set matches any address inthe second set.The problem occurs in the second step: An applet can ask to connect to anyhost on the Internet so it can control which DNS server supplies the second list.By installing his own DNS server, an attacker is able to supply any list of IPaddresses for step 2 thus allowing the applet to connect to any desired host. Inthis way a malicious applet running behind a �rewall can attack any machine onthe LAN.This bug has been �xed by now: The security manager now strictly takes carethat an applet may only open a connection to the same IP address from whichit was loaded. 54



3.2.2 Veri�er Bug (March 1996)As noted in section 3.1.2, an applet may not create an instance of ClassLoader.This is checked by the constructor of ClassLoader. According to the speci�cationof Java, this constructor has to be called directly or indirectly when instantiatinga subclass of ClassLoader. Because the bytecode veri�er did not strictly enforcethis speci�cation, the constructor call could be by{passed thus allowing an appletto create its own class loader.Creating a malicious class loader gives an attacker the ability to defeat thetype system of Java. Assume that classes A and B both refer to a class named C.A class loader could resolve A against class C and B against class C'. If an objectof class C is allocated in A, then passed as an argument to a method of B, themethod in B will treat the object as having a di�erent type C'. If the �elds of C'have di�erent type or di�erent access modi�ers (public, private or protected),then the type safety of Java is defeated.As a consequence, this bug allows attackers to get and set the value of any non{static variable and call any method (including arbitrary native machine code).Sun has promised to �x this bug in the next release of Java.3.3 Security{relevant Shortcomings of JavaAlthough all known security bugs of Java are caused merely by implementationerrors, the design of Java also possesses some shortcomings which increase the riskof further security holes. We will discuss some of these shortcomings concerningthe programming language, the bytecode and the implementation of the securitysystem of Java.3.3.1 Shortcomings of the Programming LanguageThe name space of Java is actually at as the package system of Java providesonly basic modules and these modules cannot be nested (although the name spacesuper�cially appears to be hierarchical). This means, for example, that access toan internal variable of the security manager is only denied because this variableis declared protected. Properly nested modules would provide a better meansfor the programmer to limit the visibility of security{critical components.Despite of having removedmost insecure constructs from C++, Java still o�erssome dangerous features to the programmer. For example, methods may beinvoked on objects which have not yet been fully initialized. As large parts of thesystem classes of Java are written in Java, such dangerous constructs should beforbidden. 55



3.3.2 Shortcomings of the BytecodeAs Java applets are distributed as bytecode programs, the security of Java heavilydepends on the bytecode veri�er. Unfortunately the bytecode and the JVM lacka formal semantics. Therefore we can neither formally specify the properties of"secure" bytecode nor can we prove that the veri�er only accepts secure bytecodeprograms.As stated in section 3.1.1, the main task of the bytecode veri�er is to performa static type check on the bytecode which is normally part of the front end ofa compiler. The linear form of the bytecode makes type checking a di�culttask requiring a data{ow analysis which is further complicated by the possibleraise of exceptions. Imposing a tree{like structure on the bytecode together withcompositional typing rules would greatly simplify the bytecode veri�er.3.3.3 Shortcomings of the Implementation of the Security SystemAlthough the security system of Java seems to be sound, it su�ers from thefact that the security{critical components of Java are spread among the systemclasses and cannot be localized in a small, simple and veri�able security kernel.For instance, the constructor of ClassLoader takes care that an applet may notcreate an instance of this class. However, this task should be delegated to thesecurity manager.Furthermore, the security policy of Java is not strictly enforced. For example,the programmers of the system classes of Java are responsible for calling thesecurity manager at the right moment. A syntactical construct which enforcesthe call of the security manager seems to be more appropriate.Finally the Java system does not de�ne any auditing capability. If we wishto trust a Java implementation that runs bytecode downloaded across a network,a reliable audit trail is a necessity. The level of auditing should be selectable bythe user or system administrator. As a minimum, �les read and written from thelocal �le system should be logged, along with network usage.4 ConclusionMuch e�ort has been spent into the design of the security system of Java. How-ever, some shortcomings still remain. Therefore substantial changes of the lan-guage, the bytecode and the run{time environment are necessary to build ahigher{assurance system.The presence of aws in Java does not imply that competing systems are moresecure. If the same level of scrutiny had been applied to competing systems, theresults would have been similar. Execution of remotely{loaded code is a relativelynew phenomenon and more work is required to make it safe.56
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Transformational Design of DistributedSystem ServicesMarjeta Pu�ckoJo�zef Stefan Institute, University of LjubljanaJamova 39, SI-1001 Ljubljana, Sloveniamarjeta.pucko@ijs.siAbstractA formal transformational approach to design of services in distributedsystems based on Intelligent Network architecture is suggested in the pa-per. The approach o�ers composition transformations to formally andsystematically compose atomic actions into partial and complete servicespeci�cations, and behaviour-preserving transformations for distributionand redundancy handling. We de�ne a nondeterminism-reducing trans-formation in detail and illustrate it by an example. Developing theapproach, we were motivated by transformational design methods fordi�erent types of architectures, particularly for hardware architectures.Keywords: distributed systems, Intelligent Network architecture, formalspeci�cation, behaviour-preserving transformations, nondeterminism-reducing trans-formation1 IntroductionDesign of services for distributed systems is becoming an increasingly complexand time-consuming task. Furthermore, rapidly growing needs for new services onthe market, as for example telecommunication services, often allow not to validatea new service carefully. An automated approach to derive implementations ofservices from their high level speci�cations by transformations leads to highlyreliable software and may signi�cantly reduce development costs.This paper focuses on the design of Intelligent Network (IN) services which aretypically composed of standardized service-independent building blocks (SIBs)[12], [4]. Using this service creation concept, users designing IN services neednot to be familiar with all details of an IN network. The design process can bee�ectively automated by using formal service speci�cations at various levels ofabstraction and behaviour-preserving transformations between them.The idea of describing SIBs in the formal language LOTOS has originallybeen o�ered by Cheng and Jackson [3]. In their approach, however, LOTOSis used only in the initial service speci�cation phase to formally describe SIBs(called functional components in [3]) and their compositions in SLPs (Service58



--- u -SIB1SIB2SIBk... SLPspeci�cation distributedimplementation1. composition 3. distribution andimplementation-6 2. simpli�cationof SIBs
Figure 21: Main phases of the suggested approachLogic Programs). In the service design phase, an SLP specifying an IN service isdescribed by Cheng and Jackson in the less abstract SDL language.Motivated by the work of [3] and formal transformational approaches in othertypes of architectures where correctness of an implementation is achieved by con-struction (approaches of [5], [10] and [1] for hardware system synthesis, and [11]and [2] for transformational design of software systems), we have developed atransformational approach for speci�cation and design of IN services. It con-sists of two composition transformations to formally and systematically com-pose atomic actions into SIB and SLP speci�cations, and of several behaviour-preserving transformations to eventually simplify SLP speci�cations, to distributeand implement them. The main phases of our approach are shown in Figure 21.We describe the formal background of the approach in Section 2 and de�nea set of composition, redundancy-handling and distribution transformations inSection 3. In Section 4 we present in detail a nondeterminism-reducing transfor-mation and illustrate it by an example. Finally, we give some conclusions anddirections for future work in Section 5.2 Formal description of system behaviour2.1 Syntax of the SSL speci�cation languageTo represent an IN network as a distributed system o�ering an IN service, weadopt the well-known model of the \black box" service provider (for LOTOS de-scribed in [7]), which interacts with its environment through interaction points,in the following also called places. Interaction points are supported by underly-ing entities which execute atomic actions and, to provide the execution orderingspeci�ed by a service de�nition, exchange synchronization messages over reliableFIFO channels. A service is de�ned by an abstract algebraic service speci�-cation in the LOTOS-like language SSL (Service Speci�cation Language). Weconstructed a language which covers basic composition modes for SIBs and is59



simple enough to e�ciently observe causal relations between atomic actions inservice expressions.Let \;", \jjj" and \[]" denote, in that order, operators of sequential, paralleland alternative composition. Let ActP lace specify a service primitive of type Actfrom a set of actions Acts occurring at P lace. Then, the concrete pre�x servicesyntax is de�ned by the following production rules where B;B1; :::; BN representbehaviour expressions:pr1. B �! ActP lacepr2. B �!; (B1; B2)pr3. B �! jjj(B1; :::; BN)pr4. B �! [](B1; :::; BN)Rule pr1 de�nes an atomic action, specifying an interaction between a serviceprovider and its environment at particular place. Rules pr2, pr3 and pr4 de�nesequential, parallel and alternative composition.Assigning to SSL an operational semantics, we generalize in [9] the rules forsystematical derivation of actions from the structure of the given behaviour ex-pression which have been de�ned in [7] for standard basic LOTOS using labelledtransition systems. The generalized rules may be used for parallel and alternativecomposition operators of arity N , N � 2. We also assume that the parallel com-position operator speci�es only independent parallel behaviour (i.e. interleaving).2.2 Acceptance tree semanticsUsing the alternative composition operator, we enter non-determinism in SSLexpressions. Therefore another type of SSL semantics is required that can ac-curately describe the behaviour of non-deterministic processes, interpreted overterm algebras. Since execution of the service described by an SLP speci�cationcan be viewed as a testing process, we suggest to use an adapted version of ac-ceptance trees, originally used in Hennessy's theory of testing [6]. An acceptancetree of a process models its readiness to interact with its environment.Acceptance trees in general base on action trees where, besides edges labelledby actions from Acts, nodes are labelled by acceptance sets. For every actiona 2 Acts, every node in an acceptance tree A has at most one successor branchlabelled by a. Every node in the tree A is therefore uniquely determined by astring str in Acts. Let all the strings of A compose a set L(A), and the set ofthe successor branches of a node n be called a successor set [6] and denoted byD(n). We then restrict the number of successors of a node, so that for every strin L(A), D(L(A); str) has to be always �nite (as required also in [6]).The acceptance sets labelling the nodes must also satisfy several criteria. ForD � Acts, an acceptance set S is a nonempty set of subsets Si of Acts, whichsatis�es 60



1. for every Si in S, Si � S,2. for every a in D, there is some Si in S such that a is in Si.Acceptance sets of [6] also satisfy the criteria of [-closure and convex-closurewhich are in our de�nition disregarded, since we consider this saturation require-ment to be too abstract for our use in IN services design transformations. Analgorithm for construction of an acceptance tree from a given service expressionwe give in Section 4.A subtree sA of an acceptance tree A is de�ned by a node n in A and all itssuccessors D(n), including the corresponding acceptance sets. By deletion of allacceptance sets in A, we get the skeleton of A, denoted by SK(A).2.3 Event structure semanticsSince the acceptance tree semantics does not evidently show causal dependenciesbetween service primitives, we need another type of SSL semantics which makesdependencies related to causality obvious. We suggest to use elementary eventstructures, as they are de�ned in [13].Event structures in general consist of events modelling occurrence of actions,and relations between events. Let X specify a set of occurrences of atomic actionsfrom a given service speci�cation B where di�erent occurrences of the same actioncan be distinguished by di�erent internal labels. Let R specify a binary relationwith property of partial order over the set X , de�ned as follows: an event eicauses ej if the execution of ei has to be completed before execution of ej starts.We de�ne an event structure by a partially ordered set (X ; R). The event pairs(ei; ej), which are causally related because of sequential composition operators\;" in the service expression B, are elements of a set R.3 TransformationsWe formalize the approach by a set of transformations based on the de�ned SSLsyntax and semantics. Corresponding to the main phases of the approach, wede�ne the three types of transformations, abstractly described by mappings frominput to output semantic representations:� Composition transformations (mappings) are needed to construct a SIBspeci�cation (i.e. a partial service speci�cation) SP from a given set ofatomic actions and a set of operators, and to compose a set of selected SIBspeci�cations into an SLP speci�cation (i.e. a complete service speci�ca-tion) SC . Let ACT (SIBm) = fActP laceyi j1 � i � I; 1 � y � Y g represent aset of atomic actions, required to describe the standardized actions of SIBm,and O = f; ; jjj; []; (; )g represent the set of SSL operators and parentheses.61



Let SIBS = fSPnjn � 1g, SPm 2 SIBS specify a set of SIB speci�cationswhich have been selected to compose an SLP speci�cation SC . We thende�ne composition transformations as follows:Tcp : [ACT (SIBm); O] �! SPm (1)Tcc : [SIBS;O] �! SC (2)� Redundancy-handling transformations of a given SLP speci�cation SC areneeded to reduce or add redundancy of a particular type (internal or exter-nal, as we de�ned in [8]). While redundancy reduction results in a simplerand easily implementable SLP speci�cation, redundancy addition can beused for later optimizations of eventual parallel implementations of theSLP (as in the example of implementation of a hardware architecture in[1]).Let A represent an acceptance tree of SC , maxp a set of actions sequenceswhich denote edges in the paths from the root of A to its leaves, R a set ofcausally related event pairs, red type the selected type of redundancy, andre=ad the selection of removal/addition of redundancy. The redundancy-handling transformationTr : [SC; A;maxp;R; red type; re=ad] �! [STC ; AT ;RT ] (3)maps SC into a transformed SLP speci�cation STC , A into a transformed ac-ceptance tree AT and R into a transformed set RT . The skeleton SK(AT )of the transformed tree has to be bisimulationally equivalent to the skeletonSK(A) of the original tree. A typical redundancy-handling (nondeterminism-reducing) transformation is de�ned more precisely in Section 4.� Distribution transformations are required for logically correct distributedimplementation of a given SLP speci�cation SC . An SIB is usually notimplemented by a single physical unit [12], but distributed over a set ofphysical units. To distribute it, we introduce synchronization messagesto provide the execution ordering of actions speci�ed by SC . Using thetransformation Tsm : [SC;R;M] �! STC (4)we introduce into SC synchronization messages, speci�ed by events of trans-mission sj and reception ri, sj; ri 2 M, where i identi�es the sender of amessage and j its recipient. Necessary synchronization messages are al-ready determined by causal dependencies between events in pairs (ei; ej) ofthe set R. 62



After the introduction of synchronization messages, the actual distributionof an SLP speci�cation is performed by projecting SC to its participat-ing places P lace` 2 PP, 1 � ` � jPPj. In STC(P lace`) all atomic ac-tions ActP laceyi are replaced with empty events ", except those happeningat P lace`, y = `:Tp : [SC;PP; "] �! [STC(P lace1); :::; STC(P lace`); :::; STC(P lacejPPj)] (5)Projections STC (P lace1); :::; STC(P lace`); :::; STC(P lacejPPj) are after that sim-pli�ed by deletion of " together with the accompanied operators and paren-theses.Both distribution transformations, de�ned in detail in [9], logically imple-ment a given SLP speci�cation and preserve the external service behaviourwhich is speci�ed by the original SC before its distribution.4 Nondeterminism-reducing transformationThe nondeterminism-reducing transformation has been chosen to demonstratehow an SLP speci�cation, if described in an abstract algebraic speci�cation lan-guage, can be simpli�ed, still specifying a service with unchanged external be-haviour. Using the transformation, we remove from the SLP speci�cation theunnecessary alternative subexpressions which are internally redundant, i.e. theirexternal behaviour is due to the SSL semantics already properly speci�ed by otherservice subexpressions [8]. The resulting SLP speci�cation is more deterministic.Internal redundancy can enter into an SLP speci�cation in two ways:� It may be already included in a particular SIB speci�cation.� It can be inserted into the SLP speci�cation by composition of SIB speci-�cations which not necessarily contain nondeterminism.4.1 Redundancy identi�cation and reductionLet A(B) represent an acceptance tree of a service expression (a SLP speci�ca-tion) B, B = SC , and sBj , sBj � B, 1 � j � J a service subexpression. Let Ajdenote a set of subtrees sAk(sBj), 1 � k � K in the acceptance tree A. Then,we de�ne the function � : sBj �! Aj, which maps the subexpression sBj intothe set Aj of subtrees in A, representing sBj in A. We also de�ne a set maxpjwhose elements are sequences of atomic actions ActP lace, denoting edges in thepaths from the roots of all sAk(sBj) in Aj to their leaves. As red type we selectinternal redundancy which has to be removed (re).63



Let sB1; sB2; :::; sBm, represent alternative subexpressions in B. The be-haviour of an alternative subexpression sBj is already properly covered by al-ternative subexpressions sBk; :::; sBm, j 6= k; :::;m, if maxpj equals to or is asubset of [rmaxpr, k � r � m. We describe this property of sBj with therelation \�s": sBj �s (sBk; :::; sBm) () maxpj(�(sBj)) � maxpk(�(sBk)) [:::[maxpm(�(sBm)). Due to their external irrelevance, internal labels of atomicactions are here disregarded. If sBj �s (sBk; :::; sBm), then we de�ne sBj as anunnecessary, internally redundant subexpression of B.Nondeterminism-reducing transformation proceeds in four steps:1. construction of A from a given SLP speci�cation,2. calculation of values of � and maxpj,3. identi�cation of unnecessary alternative subexpressions, and4. simpli�cation of the SLP speci�cation.Step 1. An acceptance tree A is recursively constructed from a given SLPspeci�cation SC :1a. Create the root r.1b. Identify elements of the acceptance set S assigned to the root. For eachaction a in S, generate a successor branch and add it to the successor setD(r) if it is not already contained in D(r).1c. If there exist successors of r in D(r), assign the successors to be the newroots rj , 1 � j � jD(r)j and execute the substep 1a.Elements of S are identi�ed for each node ofA using the following constructionrules:cr1. S(�) = f;gcr2. S(ActP lace) = ffActP laceggcr3. S(; (B1; B2)) = S(B1)cr4. S(jjj(B1; :::; BN)) = fSi j Si = [Si`;Si` � S(B`); 1 � ` � Ngcr5. S([](B1; :::; BN)) = S(jjj(B1; :::; BN))Rule cr1 de�nes S(�) where � represents an observable event of successfultermination of a process execution. Rule cr2 speci�es an acceptance set fora service expression, containing a single atomic action ActP lace. By Rule cr3,an acceptance set for sequentially composed service expressions B1 and B2 isde�ned which equals to the acceptance set of B1. The acceptance set for parallelcomposition of service expressions B1; :::; BN, de�ned by Rule cr4, equals to theunion of acceptance sets for particular expressions. In the case of alternativelycomposed expressions B1; :::; BN the same rule may be applied (cr4 = cr5).Step 2. Values of � and maxpj are calculated in two substeps:64



2a. For each sBj, 1 � j � J �rst �nd the roots rk of the correspondingsAk(sBj), 1 � k � K. The roots rk are identi�ed regarding the con-tents of sBj (the actions which may execute �rst) and the successor setsD(rk).2b. Determine the subsets ofD(rk), belonging to sAk(sBj), and calculatemaxpj.Step 3. Unnecessary alternative subexpressions are identi�ed by comparisonof maxpj(�(sBj)):3a. To perform the comparison in an appropriate order, �rst construct a syntaxtree of the behaviour expression B.3b. Find the leftmost alternative operator at the highest level of the syntax treeas possible. Assign identi�ers 1 � m �M to the corresponding subexpres-sions sBm. For each sBj, 1 � j � m test the relation � between maxpjand [rmaxpr, k � r � m, j 6= k; :::;m. If an sBj is unnecessary, as-sign to the atomic actions ActP lace involved the values of boolean variablesUN(ActP lace) = true. Recursively execute this substep in the depth of Bfor all its alternative subexpressions, which contain at least one alternativeoperator and no actions with the value of UN = true.3c. If there were in the �rst substep several alternative operators at the samelevel of the syntax tree of B, continue the comparison in the width of B.3d. All atomic actions ActP lace with values of boolean variables UN(ActP lace) =true �nally subsequently replace with empty events ".Step 4. Finally, the service expression B is simpli�ed. For all empty events" in B:4a. Delete an ".4b. Delete the accompanied operators and parentheses.The simpli�cation is carried out using the following simpli�cation rules:sr1. op(a; ") �! a, op 2 f; ; jjj; []gsr2. op("; a) �! a, op 2 fjjj; []gsr3. op(a; "; b; :::) �! op(a; b; :::), op 2 fjjj; []gsr4. op("; :::; ") �! ", op 2 fjjj; []gsr5. op("; ") �! ", op 2 f; gRule sr3 may be used for any execution ordering of events \a", \b", \"" etc.The expression \op("; :::; ")" in Rule sr4may contain any number of empty events". 65



Since SK(A(SC)) is strongly bisimulationally equivalent to SK(A), the trans-formation preserves the external behaviour, speci�ed by the SC . Describing thetransformation, we omitted the algorithms for construction of the set R and up-dating of its contents to getRT . Observation of causal dependencies is in this par-ticular case of nondeterminism-reducing transformation not necessarily needed. Ifthe simpli�ed SLP speci�cation is used as input of another behaviour-preservingtransformation where the contents of R has to be known, the R-handling algo-rithms have to be used. We give a detailed description of these algorithms andother algorithms in the scope of the transformation in [9].The worst-case time complexity of the nondeterminism-reducing transforma-tion isO(N !) whereN represents a number of internally labelled atomic actions inthe original SLP speci�cation. As the worst case we consider an SLP speci�cationwith an alternative operator in the root of its syntax tree and parallel compo-sition operators in the remaining nodes. However, in SLP speci�cations of realIN services such worst cases can hardly be found. That results in a signi�cantlylower average time complexity and acceptable applicability of the transformation.4.2 ExampleLet an SLP speci�cation SC be composed of SIB speci�cations SPi, 1 � i � 4,speci�ed in SSL as SP1 = S(SIB1) = (a1; b2); c3, SP2 = S(SIB2) = d4, SP3 =S(SIB3) = b2jjjc3 and SP4 = S(SIB4) = b1; e5. Let SC have the following form(for the reason of more readable speci�cations we use in this example an in�xnotation of SSL expressions):SC = (((a1; b2); c3); d4) [] (a1; ((b2jjjc3)jjjd4)) [] ((b1; e5); d4) (6)SC is a behaviour expression of type [](sB1; sB2; sB3) where sBj, 1 � j � 3represent alternative subexpressions. Performing the nondeterminism-reducingtransformation, we �rst translate the expression SC into the corresponding ac-ceptance tree A. The tree is shown in Figure 22. Di�erent occurrences of equalatomic actions are indicated in the �gure by subscripts (\a11" and \a12", for ex-ample). After that we identify a set Aj of subtrees sAk(sBj), k = K = 1, whichare values of � for subexpressions sBj, and maximal path sets maxpj for the setsof subtrees Aj. maxpj is constructed by observing paths from the root of eachsAk(sBj) in Aj to its leaves.In our example, each sBj is assigned an Aj with sA1(sBj), where the rootsof all sA1(sBj) equal to the root of A. The subtree sA1(sB1) starting with theedge speci�ed as \a11"corresponds to sB1, the subtree sA1(sB2) starting with theedge \a12" to sB2, and the subtree sA1(sB3) starting with the edge \b11" to sB3.Maximal path sets maxpj contain the following elements:maxp1(�(sB1)) = fa11b21c31d41g 66
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ffa11; a12; b11gg ffe51gg ffd43ggffb21ggffc31ggffd41gg ffb22; c32; d42ggffc32; d42gg ffb22; d42gg ffc32; b22ggffd42gg ffc32gg ffd42ggffb22gg ffb22gg ffc32ggFigure 22: Identi�cation of internal redundancymaxp2(�(sB2)) = fa12b22c32d42; a12b22d42c32; a12c32b22d42; a12c32d42b22; a12d42c32b22; a12d42b22c32gmaxp3(�(sB3)) = fb11e51d43gAfter comparison of the sets contents we may conclude that the set maxp1satis�es maxp1(�(sB1)) � maxp2(�(sB2)) [ maxp3(�(sB3)). Since sB1 �s(sB2; sB3), the alternative subexpression sB1 is internally redundant. All atomicactions of sB1 may be assigned the value of the boolean variable UN = true andSC may be simpli�ed by removing the complete sB1. Edges corresponding to sB1are in Figure 22 crossed out. The internal redundancy of sB1 has been causedby composition of SIB speci�cations.Considering the contents of maxpj, 1 � j � 3, we may also conclude that SCdoes not contain other unnecessary alternative subexpressions. The result is themore deterministic SLP speci�cationSTC = (a1; ((b2jjjc3)jjjd4)) [] ((b1; e5); d4) (7)which is easier to implement than the original one (implementation of SIB1is not needed), still o�ering users a service with equivalent external behaviour.If STC is to be used as an input to another behaviour-preserving transformationwhere information on causal dependencies between atomic actions is required, wealso construct the set R for SC and update its contents regarding STC . Here, we67



delete all causally related pairs of service primitives which are implied by theunnecessary alternative subexpression sB1.5 ConclusionWe suggested a formal transformational approach to design of IN (IntelligentNetwork) services. Developing the approach, we were motivated by design meth-ods based on behaviour-preserving transformations for other types of architec-tures, particularly for hardware architectures. Its main advantages are the for-mal systematical generation of SIB (Service-Indepenendent Building Block) andSLP (Service Logic Program) speci�cations by composition transformations, thepreservation of syntactical and semantical correctness at execution of redundancy-handling and distribution transformations, and the reduction of the nondeter-minism degree by the nondeterminism-reducing transformation. The proposedapproach, when implemented as a tool, can e�ectively support an IN service de-signer to develop correct SLP speci�cations and their e�cient implementations.The de�ned transformations can also be adapted for the use on system behaviourdescriptions with other formal description techniques, which may be assigned thesame or similar types of semantics.References[1] A.J.W.M. Ten Berg and T. Krol. Formal transformational design of hardwarearchitectures. In Proc. of the 21st Euromicro Conference, pages 110{117,Como, Italy, 1995. IEEE Computer Society Press.[2] B. Bloom and R. Paige. Transformational design and implementation of anew e�cient solution of the ready simulation problem. Science of ComputerProgramming, 24(3):189{220, 1995.[3] K.E. Cheng and L.N. Jackson. An intelligent network service creation envi-ronment. In O. F�rgemand and R. Reed, editors, SDL'91: Evolving methods,pages 207{220. Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland), 1991.[4] O.B. Clarisse, E.A. Kidwell, W.F. Opdyke, R.E. Pitt, and B.A. Wester-gren. Service creation using application building blocks. In Proc. of the 3rdInt. Conference on Intelligence in Networks, pages 61{66, Bordeaux, France,1994.[5] D. Gajski, N.D. Dutt, A.C-H. Wu, and S.Y-L. Lin. High-level Synthesis{ Introduction to Chip and System Design. Kluwer Academic Publishers,Norwell, Massachusetts, 1992. 68
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Primitive Subtyping ^ Implicit Polymorphismj= Object-orientationFran�cois BourdoncleCentre de Math�ematiques Appliqu�ees, Ecole des Mines de Paris60, boulevard Saint-Michel, F-75014 Paris, Francebourdoncle@cma.ensmp.frStephan MerzInstitut f�ur Informatik, Technische Universit�at M�unchenArcisstra�se 21, D-80290 M�unchen, Germanymerz@informatik.uni-muenchen.deAbstractWe present a new predicative and decidable type system, called ML�,suitable for languages that integrate functional programming and para-metric polymorphism in the tradition of ML [12, 16], and class-basedobject-oriented programming and higher-order multi-methods in the tra-dition of CLOS [7]. Instead of using extensible records as a founda-tion for object-oriented extensions of functional languages, we proposeto reinterpret ML datatype declarations as abstract and concrete classdeclarations, and to replace pattern matching on run-time values by dy-namic dispatch on run-time types. ML� is based on universally quan-ti�ed polymorphic constrained types. Constraints are conjunctions ofinequalities between monotypes built from type constructors organizedinto extensible and partially ordered classes. We give type checkingrules for a small, explicitly typed functional language �a la XML [11]with multi-methods, show that the resulting system has decidable min-imal types, and discuss subject reduction.1 OverviewWe present a new predicative and decidable type system called ML� that addsprimitive subtyping to the ML type system [16]. Our goal is to devise a typediscipline for a strongly typed, higher-order object-oriented language, buildingon well-understood concepts from type systems for functional languages, ratherthan on special calculi [1] or resorting to \ad-hoc" polymorphism [19, 23], second-order systems [6, 21], or recursive types [4]. Instead, our system is based onthe following ideas. We insist on a separation of interface and implementation.Interfaces de�ne types and method signatures, where subtyping provides for ahierarchical, user-extensible modelling. Implementation modules may de�ne data70



interface Point isclass Point[ ];type point : Point;meth dist : point ! real;meth move : 8� : � � point: �! �;meth leq : (point; point)! boolend Point ;module Point ismeth leq(p : point; q : point) =(dist p) � (dist q)end Point ;
module CPoint isopen Point ;data cpt[ ] : Point isx; y : real end;order cpt < point;meth dist(p : cpt) =sqrt((cpt:x p)2 + (cpt:y p)2);meth move(p : cpt) =cpt (1 + (cpt:x p))(1 + (cpt:y p));end CPoint ;

module PPoint isopen Point ;data ppt[ ] : Point isd; a : real end;order ppt < point;meth dist(p : ppt) =(ppt:d p);meth move(p : ppt) =ppt (1 + (ppt:d p))(ppt:a p);end PPoint ;Figure 23: Points in the planetypes (in the form of tagged records), which form the leaves of the type hierarchy,as well as method implementations for speci�c argument types. We do not modelthe inheritance of implementations (which we believe to be a purely syntacticnotion) in the type system. We think of methods as sets of functions, similarin spirit to languages like CLOS [7] and Cecil [5], that dispatch on the run-timetypes of all their arguments.We enrich the original Hindley-Milner type system [12, 16] with polymorphicconstrained types of the form 8# : �: � where # is a set of variables, � is a con-straint, and � is a (quanti�er-free) monotype. Before we de�ne these notions indetail in section 2, we would like to illustrate the use of our type system at thehand of the classical example of points in the two-dimensional plane, expressedin a �ctitious language with full type annotations (see �gure 23). We do notstudy type inference in this paper, although we will come back to this issue inthe conclusion.The interface Point declares a zero-ary type constructor class Point as wellas a type constructor point. Type constructors are used to form complex typeexpressions; we identify a zero-ary type constructor such as point with the typepoint[ ]. Type constructor classes partition the universe of type constructors intodisjoint subuniverses. In particular, we consider two types incomparable if theiroutermost type constructors belong to di�erent classes. In OO jargon, one wouldcall the type point an \abstract class", because the interface does not de�nean implementation for points. The interface Point speci�es three methods dist,move, and leq that operate on objects of type point. Method dist has typepoint ! real, that is, it expects an argument of type point and returns a realnumber11. As we shall see, this type is equivalent to the polymorphic constrained11In this example, we assume prede�ned types real and bool.71



type 8� : � � point: �! real, that is, method dist may be applied to any subtypeof type point, as it should be when object hierarchies are extensible.Method move similarly expects some type below point, but returns a resultof the argument type. In some object-oriented languages, a similar type canbe speci�ed using type speci�ers such as like self. Note that recursive types arenecessary to give a satisfactory typing for the method move in the \methods-as-records" paradigm. We shall see in section 2 that the type of move is a strictsubtype of the type point! point in the system ML�. Moreover, we can also giveprecise typings for methods that expect several arguments, because our methodsdispatch on all their arguments. Finally, the method leq compares two pointobjects|even if they belong to di�erent subtypes of type point. In fact, the typegiven to leq is equivalent to8�; � : � � point ^ � � point: (�; �)! boolAlong with the interface, we also de�ne an implementation module Point thatprovides a default implementation of the method leq based on the method distwhose existence is speci�ed in the interface.Modules CPoint and PPoint provide two di�erent implementations of theinterface Point, one using Cartesian and the other polar coordinates. The imple-mentations �rst de�ne zero-ary data type constructors cpt and ppt below typeconstructor point. Data types not only de�ne tagged records, which can be in-stantiated at run-time (as in ML), but also type constructors (as opposed to ML).The only relationship that exists between the data types cpt and ppt is the factthat they share a common supertype. In fact, we require data type constructorsto be minimal elements in the hierarchy of type constructors. For notationalconciseness, we assume that the de�nition of a data type implicitly de�nes cor-responding constructor and accessor functions for the record components.The modules CPoint and PPoint go on to provide implementations of themethods dist and move speci�ed in the interface. Notice that we need not givenew implementations for method leq , because its implementation in module Pointis e�ectively de�ned on the entire domain of leq . Dynamic binding of methodsensures that the correct implementations of dist are used whenever leq is evalu-ated.The requirement that data type constructors are minimal ensures that meth-ods like move are well-typed. For assume we were allowed to de�ne a subcon-structor scpt < cpt of cpt in some further module. Because we insist that subtypesshould be acceptable whenever their supertypes are, we should be able to pass anobject of type scpt to the function move de�ned in module CPoint|which wouldthen return an object of type cpt, violating the type speci�cation of method movein the interface Point.Finally, we would like to emphasize that methods are �rst-order in our system.Speci�cally, they can be passed as function arguments. For instance, suppose that72



we have a polymorphic sorting method sort of typesort : 8�: list[�]! ((�;�) ! bool)! list[�]that expects a list and a comparison function and returns a list of the sameelement type. It is then perfectly acceptable to apply sort to a list of points.The capability of de�ning polymorphic higher-order functions has proven to be apowerful tool in functional programming; we inherit it for free from the ML typesystem, which is a special case of our type system. In contrast to ML, we allowmethods to have di�erent implementations for di�erent argument types.A complete exposition, including all proofs that had to be omitted due tospace restrictions, can be found in [3].2 Constrained typesA type constructor class C = (N;T;D;v; @) is given by a name N , a �nite andnon-empty set T of type constructors, a set D � T of data type constructors,a partial order v on T such that the data type constructors are minimal withrespect to v, and a variance @, given as a tuple of elements of the set f�;	;
gthat denote, respectively, positive variance, negative variance, and non-variance.The arity of a class is the length of its variance. A type structure is a �nite set Tof type constructor classes with distinct names and pairwise disjoint sets of typeconstructors. We assume that every type structure contains a ()-variant class Unitwith at least one data type constructor unit, and a (	;�)-variant class Arrow withat least one data type constructor!. The set GT of ground monotypes over T isthe least set such that when tC is a type constructor of a class C in T with arityn and �1; : : : ; �n are ground monotypes over T , then tC[�1; : : : ; �n] is a groundmonotype over T . The standard ordering � is the smallest relation on GT suchthat tC vC t0C and �C �C �0C imply tC[�C] � t0C[�0C], where the relation �C onmonotype lists is de�ned as the componentwise ordering induced by the varianceof C. For example, if C has the variance (�;	;
), then (�1; �2; �3) �C (�01; �02; �03)holds if and only if �1 � �01, �02 � �2, and �3 = �03 all hold, where we take thelatter identity to mean that both �3 � �03 and �03 � �3 hold. The de�nition ofthe standard ordering ensures that � is strictly structural: in particular, theoutermost type constructors of the monotypes � and �0 are of the same classwhenever � � �0 holds.In programming terms, a type structure is determined by class, type, andordering declarations in modules. Our goal is to model object-orientation; wemust therefore provide for the extension of type structures. Adding new typeconstructor classes is never a problem (assuming that there are no name clashes),because type constructors of di�erent classes are completely unrelated to eachother. When new type constructors are added to existing classes, one has to73



C-constructors �C ::= tC j vCMonotypes � ::= �C[�C ] j vConstraints � ::= �C v �C j � � � j � ^ �Figure 24: Monotypes and constraintsbe careful to preserve the ordering on existing type constructors. We thus de-�ne admissible extensions of type structures much as conservative extensions arede�ned for models of algebraic speci�cations [3].Ground monotypes are not enough to model polymorphism. We thereforeassume given countable and pairwise disjoint sets of type variables v; v0; : : :, and,for each class C, type constructor variables vC; v0C; : : :. In informal exposition,we do not distinguish between type and type constructor variables, but assume auniversal set of variables �; �; ; : : :. We de�ne arbitrary (not necessarily ground)monotypes to be either a single type variable v, or recursively be built from typeconstructors, type constructor variables, and monotypes. The formation rulesare formally given in �gure 24, where we let �C denote a list of monotypes whoselength agrees with the arity of class C.Figure 24 de�nes a constraint � to be a conjunction of inequations �C v �0Cbetween type constructors (or type constructor variables) and � � �0 betweenmonotypes. We identify a constraint with the set of its conjuncts and use trueto denote the trivial constraint unit v unit.A type � is of the form 8# : �: � where # is a variable set, � is a constraint, and� is a monotype. Constrained types provide a exible and expressive notation fortypes. For example, a type like 8� : int � �^� � real: (�;�) ! � may be a veryprecise typing of the subtraction method; it subsumes both types (int; int)! intand (real; real) ! real, neither of which is a subtype of the other. However,many syntactically di�erent constrained types can have the same meaning. Forexample, we would expect to identify the types 8� : cpt � � ^ � � cpt: � and8; : true: cpt (which we also write as 8;: cpt). It is therefore important toformally identify equivalent types in a type system. We propose to do this byde�ning a subtyping relation between types. In most predicative type systems,subtyping is implicitly de�ned in terms of instantiations: a polytype is \below"all its ground instances. In particular, two ML types are equivalent if and onlyif they are equal up to renaming of bound variables.For constrained types, we want a similar subtyping relation, which shouldmoreover be compatible with the standard ordering on ground monotypes. Forexample, since � � 8� : cpt � � ^ � � cpt: � and 8;: cpt should be equivalent,and 8;: cpt should obviously be a subtype of 8;: point, � itself should be asubtype of 8;: point, although point does not satisfy � 's constraint. We �nd it74



[Approx ] 8#: �f�0g j= �0[CRef ] 8#: � j= � ^ �C v �C[CTrans] 8#: �f�C v �0C v �00Cg j= � ^ �C v �00C[CTriv ] 8#: � j= � ^ tC v t0C (tC vC t0C)[CMin] 8#: �f�C v dCg j= � ^ dC v �C[VIntro] 8#: �[�] j= � (� 2 S(#))[VElim] 8#: �fv ' �C [�C]g j= � ^ v = v0C[#0C] (v0C; #0C fresh)[MRef ] 8#: � j= � ^ � � �[MTrans] 8#: �f� � �0 � �00g j= � ^ � � �00[MIntro] 8#: �f�C �C �0C ^ �C v �0Cg j= � ^ �C[�C] � �0C [�0C][MElim] 8#: �f�C[�C] � �0C [�0C]g j= � ^ �C v �0C ^�C �C �0CFigure 25: Constraint implicationhelpful to intuitively think of a type 8# : �: � as the upper ideal closure (w.r.t. thestandard ordering on ground monotypes) of the set of ground instances of � thatsatisfy the constraint �. Hence, the type � de�ned above would denote the setfcpt; pointg in the type structure de�ned by the program of �gure 23, and sowould the type 8;: cpt. Taking the upper closure of the ground solutions ensuresthat subtypes may be substituted for their supertypes. For example, we wantmethod leq to be applicable to objects of type 8;: cpt.Unfortunately, in general this intuition is not quite correct, because it does notaccount for possible extensions of the current type structure in object-orientedprogramming. For example, consider the types 8;: point and 8� : � � point: �in the type structure de�ned by the interface Point of �gure 23 alone. Althoughboth types have the same solutions, namely just point, in this type structure,they should not be considered equivalent. In general, the denotation of the lattertype will be larger than the denotation of the former one.Formally, assuming that #1 and #2 are disjoint, we say that �1 � 8#1 : �1: �1is a subtype of �2 � 8#2 : �2: �2 if for every admissible extension T � of the giventype structure T and every ground substitution �2 such that �2[�2] holds in T �,there exists a ground substitution �1 that agrees with �2 on the variables thatare free in �2 such that (�1 ^ �1 � �2)[�1] holds in T �. The requirement that thiscondition holds for any admissible extension ensures that well-typed programsremain well-typed when the type structure is extended.In order to study the ordering on types, we de�ne a more general notion ofconstraint implication. We will show below how the ordering on types may bede�ned in terms of constraint implication. We say that a constraint � implies aconstraint �0 for all #, written 8#: � j= �0 if for every admissible extension T � of75



type structure T and every solution �1 of � in T � there exists a solution �2 of �0in T � that agrees with �1 on the variables in #. We propose to axiomatize theimplication of constraints by the rules of �gure 25 plus the transitivity rule8#: �1 j= �2 8#: �2 j= �3 [Trans]8#: �1 j= �3In these rules, dC denotes a data type constructor of class C and we let �1 ' �2denote either of �1 � �2 or �2 � �1. S(#) denotes the set of #-substitutions,which map type variables to monotypes and C-constructor variables to type con-structors in TC, and which are the identity on variables in #. Finally, we write�f�0g to denote that �0 is a subconstraint of �, and � = �0 for the constraint� � �0 ^ �0 � �.In particular, we say that a constraint � is well-formed if 8;: true j= � holds,and that two constraints �1 and �2 are #-equivalent if they imply each other forall #.The following theorem shows that the axiomatization of �gure 25 capturesour intentions:Theorem 1 Let # be a variable set, and �1 and �2 be two well-formed constraints.Then 8#: �1 j= �2 is derivable if and only if for every admissible extension T � ofT and every T �-ground substitution �1 such that �1[�1] is satis�ed in T �, thereexists a T �-ground substitution �2 that agrees with �1 on the variables of # suchthat �2[�2] is a ground constraint satis�ed in T �.For computational purposes, it is helpful to observe that rules VElim andMElim can be used to reduce any well-formed constraint to a constraint � ��S ^ �B in \normal form" where the \substitution part" �S contains only sub-constraints of the form v = � for type variables v in # and monotypes � (for agiven variable set #), and the \base part" �B contains only subconstraints of theform v � v0 or �C v �0C that do not contain complex monotypes. We show in [3]how this normal form helps to prove that constraint implication is decidable.Theorem 2 If �1 is a well-formed constraint and �2 is an arbitrary constraint,then it is decidable whether 8#: �1 j= �2 holds. In particular, well-formedness ofconstraints is decidable.It follows from the results of [22] that deciding well-formedness of constraints(and therefore also constraint implication) is PSPACE-hard. In particular, con-version to the normal form described above may in general entail an exponentialgrowth in the size of the constraint. Nevertheless, in [3] we give an algorithm(inspired by an incomplete algorithm given by Fuh and Mishra in [10]) that weexpect to be polynomial for \real-world" programs.76



We can now de�ne the ordering on types in terms of constraint implication.In practice, we work relative to a constraint context � = (# : �). The use of theconstraint context will become clear when we explain type checking in section 3.It is used to store type information for symbols de�ned in the context of thecurrent declaration; intuitively, it asserts the existence of variables # that satisfyconstraint �. We say that a type �1 � 8#1 : �1: �1 is well-formed w.r.t. � if #and #1 are disjoint, all variables that appear in �1 or �1 are from # [ #1, and8#: � j= �1 holds. For two types �1 � 8#1 : �1: �1 and �2 � 8#2 : �2: �2 that arewell-formed w.r.t. �, we say that �1 is a subtype of �2 w.r.t. � if8#; #2: � ^ �2 j= �1 ^ �1 � �2holds, assuming that #1 and #2 are disjoint. This de�nition of type ordering gen-eralizes the instance relation between typing statements de�ned by Mitchell [17],which requires equality on the right-hand side.As an example, let us prove that the type 8� : � � point: � ! � of themethod move of �gure 23 is a subtype of 8;: point ! point in the empty context.We have to prove8;: true j= � � point ^ �! � � point! pointwhich follows by rule VIntro from8;: true j= point � point^ point! point � point ! pointOn the other hand, 8;: point ! point is not a subtype of 8� : � � point: �! �,so the latter type is a strict subtype of the former one. For otherwise, we wouldhave to show 8�: � � point j= point ! point � �! �which (by rule MElim) amounts to proving8�: � � point j= � = pointwhich is obviously not derivable.In the report [3] we prove that the de�nition of type ordering ensures that,as in ML, any well-formed type is a subtype of all its ground instances, and thatthe type ordering is compatible with the standard order on ground monotypes.Moreover, we obtain a lattice-like structure on types, as shown by the followingtheorem. This result is important to ensure minimal typing of, for instance,conditional expressions.Theorem 3 Assume that �1 � 8#1 : �1: �1 and �2 � 8#2 : �2: �2 are well-formedtypes that have a common supertype. Then �1 and �2 have a least upper bound(�1 _ �2) which is equivalent to8v; #1; #2 : (�1 ^ �2 ^ �1 � v ^ �2 � v): vif #1 and #2 are disjoint and v is a fresh type variable.77



Of particular interest are functional types of the form 8# : �: � ! �0. Weshow in [3] that it is possible to identify functional types with monotonic typetransformers (w.r.t. the subtype relation) that provide an abstract representationof the input-output relation of a function. We also show that one can de�ne thedomain dom�(� ) of a functional type, written as 9# : �: �, with a theory dualto that of types. (We use existential quanti�cation to emphasize the duality oftypes and domains, our notation should not be confused with existential typesas proposed for example in [18].) We say that a type � � 8#1 : �1: �1 belongsto a domain � � 9#2 : �2: �2 in context # : � if for every admissible extensionthere exist instances of �1 and �2 that satisfy �1 and �2, respectively, such that�1 is below �2. Again, we use constraint implication for the formal de�nition ofdomain membership, and say that type � belongs to domain � in context # : � if8#: � j= �1 ^ �2 ^ �1 � �2holds, assuming that #1 and #2 are disjoint. This de�nition ensures that everysubtype of � belongs to � if � does, and that � belongs to every superdomain of�. Hence, subtypes may be substituted for supertypes as function arguments, asrequired by the notion of substitutivity in object-oriented languages.A functional type � � 8# : �: �! �0 can be interpreted as a type transformerif we de�ne the application app�(�; �1) for type �1 � 8#1 : �1: �1 asapp�(�; �1) = 8#; #1 : � ^ �1 ^ �1 � �: �0again assuming that # and #1 are disjoint. For example,app�(8� : � � point: �! �;8;: cpt)= 8� : � � point ^ cpt � �: �which is equivalent to 8;: cpt w.r.t. the type ordering. The de�nition of theoperator app� ensures that it is covariant in both arguments, which is at theheart of a proof of the subject reduction theorem for the language de�ned in thefollowing section.3 Type-checkingWe consider an explicitly typed functional language based on the type systemintroduced in section 2 and give rules to type-check expressions of this language.A program (interface or module) consists of a set of declarations of type con-structor classes and types, together with the implementation of every declareddata type. These declarations serve to de�ne the type structure T ; they maybe mutually recursive. We will not consider them in detail, but see �gure 23 foran example. The second part of a program is an expression e which must type78



�;�fx : �g ` x : � [Var ]�; � ` �(dC ;#C ;x1; : : : ; xn) : (8;: dC [#C]) [Rec]�; � ` dC :i : (8#C: dC [#C]! diCh#Ci) [Prj ]�; � ` e : � � ` � � � 0 [Sub]�; � ` e : � 0�;� ` e1 : �1 �;�[x1 : �1] ` e0 : �0 [Let]�; � ` (let x1 = e1 in e0 end) : �0�;�[x1 : �1; : : : ; xn : �n] ` ei : �i (0 � i � n) [LetRec]�; � ` (letrec x1 : �1 = e1; : : : ;xn : �n = en in e0 end) : �0�;� ` e : � �;� ` e0 : � 0 � ` � 0 2 dom�(� ) [App]�; � ` (e e0) : app�(�; � 0)�[v; # : � ^ v � �]; �[x : 8;: v] ` e : (8#0 : �0: �0) (v fresh) [Fun]�; � ` (fun f# j�g (x : �)) e) : (8v; #; #0: � ^ �0 ^ v � �: v ! �0)� = 9# : �: � �i = 9#i: �i �1; : : : ; �n is a partition of � w.r.t. ��[v; #; #i : � ^ v � �; �i]; �[x : 8;: v] ` ei : (8;: �0) (1 � i � n; v fresh) [Meth]�; � ` (meth f# j�g (x : �) : �0 ) [�1 ) e1; : : : ;�n ) en]) : (8# : �: �! �0)Figure 26: Typing rulescheck w.r.t. T . Figure 26 introduces the constructs of the language together withthe corresponding typing rules. A typing context is a pair (�; �) where � is aconstraint context and � is a list of bindings of the form x : � for expressionvariables. An expression of the form �(dC ;#C;x1; : : : ; xn) is a record expression;it can (essentially) only appear in the implementation of a data constructordata dC [#C] is 1 : d1Ch#Ci; : : : ; n : dnCh#Ci endAs in section 1, we assume that the declaration of any data constructor alsode�nes corresponding extractors dC :i.The subsumption rule Sub and the application rule App are reminiscent ofrules in F�; standard ML-like type systems leave subtyping implicit in the non-79



deterministic search for instantiations and do not de�ne the notion of applicationof a (functional) type to another one. The di�erence is that type application isapproximated in ML� but exact in F�; exactness may be lost if type variablesare shared between record �elds in data type implementations [3].The rules Let and LetRec are standard. In the rule Fun for function decla-rations, the function body e is type-checked in a context where the parameterx is known to have type 8;: � for some instantiation of # such that � holds.Note that only the domain, but not the result type of a function needs to begiven explicitly. In fact, this is the reason for keeping function declarations in thelanguage, which could otherwise be subsumed by the following rule for methoddeclarations.A method m is an expression of the form meth f# j�g (x : �) : �0 ) [�1 )e1; : : : ;�n ) en], where each pattern �i is a special kind of domain, either 9v: vor 9#C: dC [#C] for a type constructor dC. We think of a method as a set offunctions, one for each pattern �i, whose type is a subtype of the method type,restricted to the domain �i. In contrast to ML patterns, which may be complex,the present de�nition of ML� patterns allows for dynamic dispatch according tothe outermost type constructor only. Rule Meth de�nes the type of method mas the explicitly given type 8# : �: �! �0, provided that two conditions are met.First, the set of patterns must be a partition of the method's domain �. Thiscondition ensures the absence of \method not understood" errors at run-time, aswell as the existence of a most speci�c pattern for every type in the domain of themethod (see [3] for a precise de�nition of partition). In the presence of a modulesystem as in �gure 23, this condition must be checked at link time. Second, thebody ei of each alternative must have type 8;: �0 in the context where x is knownto have both type � and type �i.The following theorem shows that ML� has decidable minimal typing.Theorem 4 Let (�; �) be a well-formed typing context and e be a well-formedexpression w.r.t. (�; �). It is decidable whether e is well-typed in the context(�; �). If e is well-typed, it has a minimal type and this minimal type can bee�ectively determined.4 ConclusionOur interest in this paper has been to enhance the standard Hindley-Milner typesystem for an explicitly typed version of ML so that it can be used as a basisfor a higher-order object-oriented language. We believe that ML� is a practicaland natural extension of the Hindley-Milner type system, and that constraintimplication is a unifying concept for such extensions. We have also de�ned asmall programming language and given typing rules in the system ML�. In thereport [3], we de�ne a strict operational semantics for this language and prove a80



subject reduction theorem. This semantics performs dynamic dispatch on run-time types. We have not addressed type inference in this paper. Nevertheless,we conjecture that standard type inference techniques such as described in [2, 8,10, 9, 13, 17, 20] can be used to infer the types of untyped ML� programs exceptfor method declarations. We believe that inferring the type of methods will bemuch more challenging.The report [3] discusses several extensions to the base language presentedhere. In particular, we propose a module system, show that multi-methods aremore expressive than the single-argument methods we have presented in thispaper, and discusses type classes. Although some of the uses of type classes canbe achieved in the ML� type system, type classes are still desirable since ournotion of subtyping is strictly structural: type constructors of di�erent classesare incomparable. We also discuss some syntactic sugar, for instance, to obtaina form of implementation inheritance.ML� has some similarity with F�. However, F� is impredicative and relieson explicit polymorphism, that is, types are passed as arguments to functions. Incontrast, ML� is a decidable and predicative system for implicit polymorphismwhere run-time types are used for dynamic binding12.ML� has strong connections with many other systems derived from the Hind-ley-Milner type system, in particular, systems of overloaded functions [14, 15, 23].As indicated above, we believe that type classes are orthogonal to our system.They cannot be used to obtain typing of mixed operations like leq , unless multi-parameter type classes are used, but then type-checking becomes undecidable ingeneral. Kaes' type system [15] is probably closest in spirit to ML�; it o�erseven more expressive types, and provides type inference. On the other hand,Kaes does not address methods and dynamic dispatch, nor does he provide anoperational semantics. The report [3] gives detailed comparisons with these andother type systems, and indicates connections that deserve further study.Finally, we want to mention that a type checker for ML� has been imple-mented in Objective Caml. This prototype type checks approximately 400 linesper second on a low-cost workstation.References[1] Mart��n Abadi and Luca Cardelli. A theory of primitive objects: Second-ordersystems. In Donald Sannella, editor, European Symposium on Programming,volume 788 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages 1{25, Berlin, 1994.Springer-Verlag.12The operational semantics of ML� de�ned in [3] does not keep complete type information,but only tags run-time values with the outermost type constructor of their dynamic type, inorder to perform dynamic dispatch. 81
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